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Faculty Senate Roster 1979- 1980
(Senate Phone - 656-2456)
TERM

NAH£

ACADE'.'!IC UNIT

C/\HPUS ADDRESS

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES:
A. R. Nazur (A)
S. G. Turnipseed (W)
B. R. Smith* (R) +
C. S . Thompson (V . Pres . )
R. G. Bursey (W)
J. W. Dick (P)
V. L . Quisenberry (W)
H. M. Harris (W)

Horticulture
Ent . & Econ . Zoology
Agron . & Soils
Ag . Ee . & Rur . Soc.
Food Science
Poul . Science
Agron. & Soils
Ag . Ee . & Rur . Soc .

168 P & AS
Edisto St .
277 P &AS
255 Barre
B-213 P & AS
116 Newman
277 P & AS
270 Barre

ARCHITECTURE :
J . L . Young (A)+
H. 1.J . Webb (P)

Arch. Studies
Bldg . Science

EDUCATION :
W. E . West* (P) +
G. W. Gray (A)
L. H. Blanton (W)
ENGINEERING:
D. D. Edie (A)
J . J . Kono (P ) +
W. Baron* (W)
*J. N. Gowdy (W)

PHONE

ENDS

3403
28l,-2203
3102
2396
3397
3166
3102
34 75

1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1982
1982
1982

159 Lee
142 Lee

3081
3081

1981
1982

Industrial Education
Elem . & Sec . Educ.
Agri. Education

107 Freeman
217- A Godfrey
108 Tillman

3447
3482
3300

1980
1981
1982

Chem . Engr .
Elec . & Comp . Engr .
Civil Engr .
Elec . & Comp. Engr.
)~tff''

221
225
212
224

3056
3378
3002
3379

1980
1980
1981
1980

3400
2478

1981
1982

3499
3265
3265

1981
1982
1982

Earle
Riggs
Lowry
Riggs

FOREST & RECREATION RESOURCES :,, ~1"1
G. E. Howard (A) :ra... &'ft.v '~' • Rec. & Park Adm .
D. L. Ham (R) +
Forestry

290 For
262 For

INDUSTRIAL l-1ANAGEMENT & TEA'TILE
G. H. Worm (P) +
J . A. Kimbell (A)
R. W. Rouse (W)

SCIENCE :
Ind. Management
Acct . & Finance
Acct . & Finance

312-B Sirrine
304 Sirrine
213 Sirrine

LIBERAL ARTS :
H. W. Fleming (Pres . )
R. S . Lambert (W)
E. M. Coulter (Sec . )
C. A. Grubb (A)+*
R. B. Rollin (P)

Pol . Scie-nce
History
Pol . Science
History
English

401 Strode
104-A Hardin
41D Strode
203 Hardin
602 St:rode

3246
3153
3235
3153
3030

1980
1980
1981
1981
1982

LIBRARY :
~ . A. Armistead (P) +

Documents

Library

3024

1982

NlB.SI.\~:
.M.A . Kelly (A)
P . M. Kline (R) +

Nursing
Nursing

439 Nursing
519 Nursing

3072
3072

1980
1982

(See other side)

&
&

Rec
Rec

-

TERM

NANE

ACJ\DD1IC UNIT

CJ\HPUS ADDRESS

PHONE

ENDS

SCIENCES :
Burt (W)
H. K. McDowell (R)
J . E. Schindler (W)
H. F. Senter (A)
D. s . Snipes (P) +

Phys & Astro .
Chem . & Gcol.
Zoology
Math . Sciences
Chem. & Geol.

117 Kinard
114 Jhackctt
336 Long
0-304 Ma r tin
210 Brackett

3417
3089
3247
3433
3438

1980
1980
1981
1981
198i

p •. B .

*Committee Chairman ; +Advisory Committee Members
KEY : Admissions and Scholarship (A); Policy (P); Research (R); and Welfare (W)

*J . N. Gowdy replacing Dr. J. C. Hester until August 14, 1980 while Dr . Hester is on
leave.

·

3
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
May 8, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called ' to order by President Fleming at 3:33 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for April 17, 1979 were approved without comment.

3.

Committee Reports
A.

Admissions and Scholarship - Senator Hester, Chairman, reported that the
Committee had not met since the last Senate Meeting. Senator Hester
announced a list of six major items that will be under consideration by
the Committee during the coming year. They are as follows:
1. The development of a written Admissions Policy.
2. The size of the student population
3. Past and proposed recommendations for disadvantaged and
remedial students.
4. The Senate's response to grade inflation
5. Faculty requests for a modified class schedule
6. The Senate's continuing concern with the University
withdrawal period.
Senator Hester noted that six sub-committees will be set up to study
these issues. Any Senator not on the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee is invited to participate in any of these meetings .

B.

Policy
Senator West, Chairman, reported that the Committee had not
met since the last Senate Meeting. The Committee will meet on May 22
at 3:00 p.m. in 105 Freeman Hall. There has been no report from the
Administration or from former Faculty Senate President Steirer on the
status of the Faculty Constitution. Any Senator is welcome at any
time to appear before the Committee when it is discussing the
Con$titution.

C.

Research - Senator Smith, Chairman, was not in attendance. President
Fleming noted that he, Senator Smith, Admiral McDevitt, and Mr . Ben
Anderson had met concerning the proposed Copyright Policy. The pro
blem appears to be the subjectivity of the reader when encountering
certain vagaries of the language of the policy, especially with regard to the principle of protection of the University. McDevitt is
comparing the proposed policy to those of the University of South
Carolina, the University of. Hawaii, and two other institutions. There
does not appear to be much difference among them as to the substance
of the language, and modifications of Clemson's policy along the con
census lines is anticipated. President Fleming feels that the Adminis 
tration intends to be liberal toward faculty interests, once the wording
problem is resolved. Senator Smith's Committee will review and re
draft the Copyright Policy during the coming year. Admiral McDevitt
suggested that . the Senate consider combining the present Patent and
future Copyright Committees into a single committee for purposes of
coordinating the University ' s 'approaches to both subjects.

-2-

D.

Welfare - Senator Baron, Chairman of the committee reported that he ,
President Fleming and Senator Turnipseed met with Mr. Darrell Hickman,
Assistant Vice President of Budgets and Systems, and reviewed pro
cedures with regard to the peer-faculty salary study. He reported
that Mr. Hickman plans to consult with the following "peer" insti
tutions: Georgia, Georgia Tech , The University of North Carolina
(Chapel Hill), North Carolina State University (Raleigh), V. P. I.,
and Auburn University. Senator Baron feels that the University of
Virginia should be included and the Welfare Committee agrees. He
also noted that Vice President Barnette -will take the results of
the peer-group study to the Board of Trustees, but after that , the
information's distribution is unknown. Senator Baron informed the
Senate that, along with the salary data, the peer- group study will
also address comparable fringe benefits for faculty. He also
announced that Mr. Hickman had reported that the S. C. Commission
on Higher Education has revised the formula for institutional bud
gets in such a way that a comparison among peer institutions will
constitute~ variable. Senator Baron solicited Senate opinion on
what cons t itutes a "peer institution" and recommende'd that each
college delegation submit to the Welfare Committee a list of four
institutions, on a priority basis, which they feel ought to be in
cluded in t he overall list of peer institutions. An overall list
will then be drawn up based on a "weighted" tabulation of the re
sults. Senator Baron also announced that his committee will survey
the faculty as to their concerns which the Welfare Committee might
address this year , such as the alledged difficulty of collecting
Blue Cross claims . Finally, Senator Baron announced that Senator
Lambert will chair a subcommittee on recommendations to modify the
graduation exercises and on the granting of honorary degrees .

E.

Ad Hoc Committees - Senator Lambert reported for the Committee on
Faculty Evaluation. They have been meeting for two years . The
final report was finished on May 8. It will be printed in the
University Newsletter . Specific recommendations are as follows:
1.

The present three forms should be retained but renumbered as
follows:
Form I: Evaluation Worksheet; Form 2: Professional Data Sheet;
and to continue Form 3 : Evaluation Summary.

2.

That certain forms be revised as follows :
a. Form I: Evaluation Worksheet :
(1) Delete all stipulated subtasks under the retained
five categories of : I, Teaching;· II. Research;
III. Extension ; IV. Librarianship; and V. Other
Activit ies , so as to permit depar tment heads and
faculty ~embers to agree on their own subtasks for
greater flexibility.
(2)

b.

Replace existing scores in each category (a possible
1.0) with. a scale ranging from 6-1 on each agree
upon subtask, the numbers representing in order:
Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair , Marginal, and
Unsatisfactory .

Form 2:

Professional Data Sheet:

No change

-3-

c,

Form 3:

Evaluation Summary:

(1)

Under III. Performance, department heads will simply
check one of: Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Marginal,
or Unsatisfactory .

(2)

After faculty members see their evaluations, they are to
indicate whether they concur with their evaluation. If
they do not concur, they have ten calendar days to file
a disclaimer with the department head which becomes a
part of the evaluation .

3.

That the schedule of procedure prescribed in the Dean of the
University's memorandum of September 20, 1978 be simplified so
that normally one conference each Spring between faculty members
and department heads should suffice to discuss both Forms I and 3.

4.

That certain of the present Faculty Evaluation Procedures be re
vised to conform to the changes in forms noted above, particularly
the Evaluation Worksheet and the Evaluation Summary.

5.

That t he present Guidelines for Faculty Evaluation be retained with
only minor changes.
Senator Lambert fielded questions concerning his digest of the re
port to wit:
Why is there a numerical rating on the "goal setting form" (II I)?
(the answer was that this will not be filled out at that time,
but later, for purposes of evaluation);
How will the overall rating be arrived at when each faculty mem
ber will have different var iables to be considered?
(the answer was that the final evaluation will be based on an over
all percentage of the figure, six, with each variable score weighted
by the department head);
Why the number , six?

(there was no answer);

Is the rating, "fair" synonomous with the word, "satisfactory"?
(the answer was , probably);
Who will review the evaluation? (the answer was the college dean,
who can make addit ional comments. The faculty member also has ten
days in which to file a demur rer. The faculty member may also see
any comments made by the dean) .
Will the form be used to determine the recipients of merit raises?
(the answer was , presumably so!).
Other general comments were that the Ad Hoc Committee recommends no
major changes to the evaluation system. It essentially addressed
the principle bases of dissatisfaction . The second page is not
changed at all. The numerical ratings have meaning only within a
single department . A general discussion concerning the philosophical
aspects of faculty evaluation and its uses ensued. The conclusion
seemed to indicate that the major use of such evaluations should be

-4for determing salary increases and promotions. The sum of
human knowledge not having been greatly enhanced, a motion
to terminate the discussion was approved. The report was
accepted unanimously.
Senator Thompson reported for the Committee on Policy Goals. He in
dicated that because of a paucity of time there was a lot of give and
take among the members concerning the four broad areas which were de
termined (See Attachment A for the full report). A motion to approve
the report was made . Before it could be voted on, a subsequent motion
was made by Senator Hester to amend the report by changing the first
sentence on page four to wit: the word "full" to read, "concurrent",
and the words "in consultation" to be stricken . After a brief dis
cussion , Sena t or Hes t er accepted the word, "co- equal" for the pro
posed word , "concurrent" . His argument with regard to the overall
amendment was (1) that co- equal authority was the proper role for the
faculty to assume , (2) that this role would be more acceptable to the
Administration , and (3) that the word "full" might dispel! the spirit
of the report and cause its pur pose to be defeat ed . The amendment
was appr oved unanimously. Senator Howard then moved to strike the
entire s t a t ement on Faculty participation in University governance.
He argue d that it would cause the Administration to dictate the ac
ceptance of the pr oposed faculty Constitution which has not yet been
passed by the entire faculty . Senator Hester noted that the document
does not do anything more than elaborate on the Constitution which
is befor e the Administr ation already in a preliminary context . The
document advises; it does not cause any action. The language is
"should" not, "shall". Senator Rollin noted that the document is
a basis for discussion only and that any changes in faculty governance
will be made in accordance with already- existing s t ructures. The
question was called, and the mofion to strike was defeated. After
some minor typogr aphical error s were corrected, the question to ac
cept was called. The report was accepted.
F.
4.

University Committees

- No reports.

President's Report:
1.

Minutes of the Board of Trustees meeting, April 20- 21 , appear in the
May 1 University Newsletter . In addi t ion to the actions of the Board
as summar ized ther e, the Board confirmed and ratified award of a con
struct ion contr act i n the amount of $409 , 777 to expand the student
bookstore. It is hoped t hat renovation of the Libr ary will be com
pleted during September of t his year .

2.

The Execut ive Committee of the Board of Trustees nominated President
Rober t C. Edwards and State Senator L. Marion Gressette as candidates
for honor ary doctorates. The faculty committee (as defined on p. 53
of the Manual for Faculty Members) recommended unanimously that Presi
dent Edwards be awar ded the Doctor of Humanities degree and that
Senator Gressette be awar ded the Doctor of Laws degree. Citations of
the r ecipients ar e attached.
On April 25 , Senator Smit h (Chairman of the Research Committee) and I
met with Admi ral McDevi t t and Mr . Ben Anderson, University Legal Counsel,
concer ning the pr oposed new Copyright Policy . We will cover details of
that meeting under Committee Reports.

3.

1

-54.

Dean Hurst reports that the Registrar will publish the criteria for
honors in the May . 1979 graduation program and in each program
thereafter.

5.

Those Senators who anticipate extended absences from the campus during
the summer months should consult the policy on summer alternates (p . 77
of the Manual for Faculty Members).

5.

Old Business

- None

6.

New Business - Senator Hester moved "that the Policy Committee review the
new faculty evaluation process and that the President of the Faculty Senate
advise Dean Hurst of our evaluation of the new forms." The motion was
approved unanimously.~-Senator Hester then moved that "an Ad Hoc Committee
composed of members of the Faculty Senate Research Committee, the Office
of University Research, the Office of Grants and Contracts , and other
interested faculty; all to be chosen by the Chairman of the Faculty Senate
Research Committee, be formed and commissioned to review and recommend ways
of assisting the research efforts of faculty from all segments of the
University." The motion was challenged by Senator Turnipseed as to its
timing. Senator Hester noted that since Mr. Hickman and others were
currently looking into the question, and that, whereas they might be per
suaded to consider these questions concurrently with the proposed committee,
he therefore felt that the timing was propitious. The motion passed
unanimously.

7.

The meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary
Senators Absent:
Agricultural Sciences:
Education:
Engineering:

EMC/lm
Enclosures

Blanton
Edie

Smith

..

LAWRENC~ MARION GRESSETTE

Senator Lawrence Marion Gressette, Chairman of the powerful Senate
Judiciary Committee and President Pro Tempore of the Senate, has served
t he State of South Carolina and the Nation unselfishly in a career of
publ ic service that spans more than a half- century. Since his election
t o t he South Carolina House of Representatives in 1924 and his election
to the State Senate in 1936, he has maintained an unswerving dedication
to the strengths of our governmental system and has provided the type of
enlightened leadership needed for South Carolina to continue to grow .
Senator Gressette's talent is written into the heart of the organic
and statutory law of South Carolina .

Some highlights of his legislative

accomplishments are: the revision and modification of the South Carolina
Constitution of 1895, including a total reform of our judicial system,
t he "home rule " reforms , and adoption of a new article gua.r anteeing fiscal
integrity in government; the support of a sound educational system in
south Car olina and particularly the support of technical
education , the
. .
expansion of vocationa l and special education programs , and continuing
improvements in higher education; the establishment of the State Forestry
System, which is a model for the entire Nation; and the support of
fi scal conservation in government operations, which has helped South
Carolina maintain its Triple A rating in the nation ' s financia l markets
and saved the State millions of dollars in capital improvement "bonds.
The Senior Senator from Calhoun was born i n Orangeburg County on
Febr uary 11 , 1902 . He was graduated from St . Matthews High School and
t he University of South Carolina with an LL . B. degree in 1924, the same
·- - . ·. : . -=-- --._

/
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year he began his legislative career as a Democrat from Calhoun County.
In 1970 he was awarded the J.D. degree from USC and in 19 77 received an
LL. D. degree.
In the State Senate, Senator Gressette also serves as Vice - chairman
of the Committee of Education, Chairman of the Corranittee on Interstate
Cooperation, and is a member of the Governing Board and the Council of
State Governments.

In addition, Senator Gressette has served as

Chairman of the Senate Education Committee and the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs.

As Chairman of the Senate Education Corru:nittee, he has

served on the Board of Trustees at the University of South Carolina and
Winthrop College, as well as the Board of Visitors at The Citadel while
he was chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs .

Since i925 the

Senator has been a delegate to state conventions, and in 1952 he was
an alternate to the National Democratic Convention and in 1956 was a
delegate •
. In 1975 Senator Gressette was honored for his work for the mentally
retarded by the naming of the Calhoun County Child Development Center
the "Marion Gressette Center" in Cameron, South Carolina. Also, March
6, 1977, was officially proclaimed by Governor James B. Edwards as L.
Marion Gressette "The Grey Fox" Day in South Carolina. The Senator has
also been honored by his colleagues through the hanging of his portrait
in the chambers of the State Senate and the dedication of the Senate
office building in his name.
Senator Gressette is married to the former Florence Howell, and they
are the parents of one son, Lawrence Jr., who is a graduate of'Clemson
and the University of South Carolin~ Law School . ·
The law of South Carolina is a dynamic force in our society.

That

the l~w lives and, in turn, breathes life into our communities is largely
to the credit of Senator Lawrence Marion Gressette.
---

---~-:.._----
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roBERl' CCOK EI:WARrS

Fobert C. F.dwards , eighth president of Clemson University, has presided

d ~ the University's greatest era of achievem:mt,
peopl e of South Carolina, the region and nation.

growth and service to the

A native of Fountain Inn,

'

Dr. F.dwards be:Jan his association with Clanson University in 1929 when, at the
age of 15 , he carre to campus as a fres:tmm .

He graduated in 1933 and began a

career in textile managarent. · At the height of his success , he was tapped in
1956 as Clanson' s first vice president for developnent.
A. Poole died in 1958, he was named acting president.

When President Franklin
In 1959 he was elected

presi¢lent by the Board of Trustees.
During the Edwards presidency, the University has canpleted an astonishing,

but well- planned growth fran military school to fledgling civilian college to
najor university.

Under his leadership Clemson has invested nore than $94 million

in nEM facilities , and there is an additional $18.3 million

drawin; b:>ards -

in new projects on

the

a total of nore than $112 million since 1956. He personally

has awarded 70 percent of the institution's 40,000 conferred degrees, including all
of its doctorates , associate of arts degrees and virtually all of its naster ' s
degrees .
The quality of Clem.son stuients is reflected in the 1978 freshman class,

which scored nore than 100 points better than the national average and 200 points

-

'above the South Carolina average on the standardized Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Alnost 800 of the 2,020 freshmen rret requirem:mts for sane kind of advanced
academic starrling.
During President Edwards ' tenure the number of faculty m:mbers has increased

fran 291 to 967, while the nunber with terminal academic degrees has risen fran -32 to 68 percent of the total.

Clemson operates today with a buiget of

-
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$ 94. 8 million canpared with $ 5 . 6 million in 1955.

To President Edwards goes

the lion' s share of credit for negotiating changes in the Hartwell F.eservoir

project in the late 1950s that prevented irreparable damage to the University,
as well as saving 800 acres of priceless agricultural land.
In 1963, a landmark year for Southern higher education against a backdrop
of violence and disruption on other a:mpuses , Clemson met the challeD:fe of
· desegregation orderly and peacefull y , settin3' a m:del for the r ~ of the country.
Th= Saturday Evening Post labelled Clemson ' s action, and President F.dwards'

acccmplishnents, ''Integration with Dignity.''
· During the Edwards era, Clemson has solidified its role as a partner of the
people.

The institution has perfected its undergraduate program, developed its

.

research and public service. capabilities to the highest quality, and served as
the State ' s rrost important vehicle for bringing knowledge ·fran the campus and
applying it to problems a:mf:ronting people.
Recx::gnizing the need for continued excellence and wishin:J to honor President

Edwards for his career of outstanding service to Clemson, the Board of Trustees
has established a permanent e n ~ t of not l ess

th3?

$1 million, knCM'l as the

Ibl::ert Cook F.dwards Endowrrent for Excellence in Science and Technology.
President F.dwards, who retires June 30, is narried to the fonn:r Miss Louise
O:lan. They have

tv.O

children, Robert C. F.dwards Jr. of Hendersonville, N.C. ,

and Mrs. Nancy Re.id of Jacksonville, Ala.

.··
.\

President F.dwards has received Honorary D:ci:or of Laws degrees fran
The Citadel and Wofford College and currently serves as a director of the
Duke Paver Ccnpany and D:m River, Inc.

.. .
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Ad Hoc Cammi ttee on Pol icy Goals

Final Report
May 8, 1979

Stassen Thompson, Ch ~ ir pc rson
Myra A. Armistead
Wi 11 iam Baron
Phillip B. Burt
r.o rdon W. Gray
Dona 1d L. Ham
Ma ry A. Ke 11y
Rage r B. Ro I I i n
Robert W. Rouse
Samuel G. Turnipseed
Joseph L. Young
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FACULTY SENATE POSI TION PAP ER
ON UNIVERSITY PRIORIT IES
Preamble
The major role of the university is the acquisition and t r ansmission
of knowledge .

The constituency of the un i ve r sity is not 1 imited to its

students and faculty .

It extends beyond the campus to a much larger pop -

ulation which looks to the un ive r s i ty fo r academ i c , intellectual, and
. cultu r al leadership, and for p ractical assistance and guidance.
The Faculty of Clemson Un i ve r sity rep resents a substantial and unique
resou r ce.

That resou r ce must be made ava i l able to the citizens of the state,

to their represe ntatives in the state leg i slature , to l ocal gove r nments, and
to public administ rators at all levels .

As a land grant institution and

state unive r sity, Clemson can and should be the focal point fo r r esearch
into and disc ussion of those issues which affect the citizens of South CaroJina - anticipating and defining prob lems, exploring alternative solutions,
and disseminating new kno.-1ledgc and . insights.

Such activities can and

frequently do have nationwide and even international implications and effects .
The responsib i lities and roles of the university are complex and are
constantly changing.

And it is mainly the faculty of the university who,

by virtue of their expertise and experience, must accept and fulfi JI these
responsibilit i es and carry out these roles.

The history of highe r education

in the United States amply demonstrates that, to carry out the mission of the
university, the faculty - without whom there is no univcrsi ty - must partici pate in and assume significant rcsponsibi Ii ties for determining the objectives
and priorities of the university.

No university has established itself

annng the top ranks \-Ii thou t such i nvo 1vemen t.
The areas of concern to the faculty of a university are many.
special concern to the Clemson Faculty are the matters of:

Of

- 2-

1)

facul t y participation in university governance ;

2)

faculty compensati on (s~larles and fringe benefits);

3)

the funding of programs and essential units;

4)

the i ntellectual and cultural environment of the university.

Each of these wi 11 be considered in turn.

- 3Pol icy Sta t ement on Faculty Par t icipatioo 1n University Governance
In his wi 11 , Thomas Green Clemson \-1rote :

..

. .. I desi r e to state plainly, that I wish the Trus t ees of sai d
institution t o have full author ity a nd power t o regulate all
matte rs pe rt a i n i ng to said inst i tution - to fix the cours e of
studies , to make rules fo r the go ve r nment of same, and to ch ange
them , as in their 'udgment ex erience may rove necessa r (italics
added .
Clea r ly th e ul ti ma te respons i bility for man a gin9 Clemson University r ests
with the Boa rd of Trustees .

Wh ile recogni z ing as much , the Faculty never-

thel ess mai nta i ns that t he t ime fo r c hang i ng the " r ules of the government"
of the Un i versity has ar r ived.
In the past the faculty of Cle mson Unive r sity has played some part
in es tabl i shi ng some University po l ic i es, hO\oJever thei r role , historically,
has been st r i c t l y an ad v isory one - subject always to review and validation
by the Administ r a ti on and the Board of Trustees .

But the Clemson of today

and tor.urrow may not a lways be best served by procedu r es which se r ved t he
Cle mson of yesterday.

The Faculty believe s tha l for Cl emson to be come a

university of the first - rank - in the ful lest meaning of that term - and
a center of learning in South Carolina and the Southeast , its facu l ty mus t
be endowed with the authori ty , and must accept res ponsibility, for exercising governance ove r those aspects of t he universi t y wh ich histo ric a lly
have been the p rov i nce of faculty in t he best and oldest ins t itutions o f
highe r learning .

Such authority and its concomitant responsibi I iti es must

be real and should be clea r ly defined .

The fol lowing arc of part i cular

i mportance:
1)

the Faculty sh ould particpate equally with the Administrat ion in

ma kin g de cisi on:; relc:itive to the objectives and respon s ibiliti es o f Cl emson
Un i w r s i t y ;

/0
2)

the Faculty should have co-equal authority and responsibility for

establishing academic policy at both the undergraduate and graduate levels;
3)

the Faculty should have joint responsibi I ity with the Administration

for establishing College and University entrance and continuing enrollment
requirements;
4)

faculty members of committees, includin 9 the Under graduate .=ind Grad

uate Councils, promotion and tenure committees, and faculty research commit tees,
should be selected:

(a) according to procedures determined by the faculty

(b) from the facul ~y only

k) and by the faculty concerned·.

Although these represent the specific major concerns of the Clemson
Unive r sity faculty, the overiding concern is that the participation of the
faculty in the governance of the Unive r sity shal 1 be binding rather than
advisory.

-5-
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Po Ii cy Statement on Facu I ty Compcnsa ti on
Clemson University faculty arc signi ricJntly under-compensated rcl.:itivc
to faculty at peer institutions.

In addition, over the past few years

faculty salaries have not kert race with wages and salaries of non-agricultural
workers in South Carolina.

It is inevitable that the University's ability

to retain outstJnding faculty - and hence, some of its best students . - will
be impa r ied if the deficiencies in compensation are pe rmi tted to continue .
In the best interests of the University community and of its broader con 
stituency , a program to correct inc9uitics in compensation be launched
immediately.
1)

This pr ogram should include, but not be limited to:

a commitment to achieve and maintain salary levels and fringe

benefits commensurate with those of peer institutions;
2)

development of an ongoing policy designed to prevent real income

losses due to inflation;
3)

efforts to maintain an appropriate balance bet~.,,een merit increases

and across-the-bo.:ird compensation.
Faculty should have inrut into and be regularly inforn~d of the
AJministration's program to meet these goals.

If/

-6Pol icy Stotemcnt. on Fundin9 of Pro9r,1ms
The funding

or

;,nd

Essentiol Uni ts

U11ivl.!rsity support uni ls .:incl the gencr~I support of

individual programs throughout the University are in need of improvement;
for example:

1)

essential units such as the Library and the Graduate School (and in

cluding the Office of University Research) must be funded at level s sufficient
for Clemson Unive r sity to be able to compete on even terms with its peers;
2)

support items (such as sabbaticclls ,1nd other profcssion ,1 1 activities)

must be better funded so that the staff of individual units can maintain
and increase their professional activity and expertise;
3)

budgets for Instructional Equipment must undergo steady improvement; -

4)

the utilization of space and the settin g of priorities for the phy 

sical growth and developn~nt of the campus must be effected so as to take
into account the professional needs and aims of faculty.

- 7Policy St.:itement on the Intellectual .:>nu Cultural Environment
A first -rat e university \-Jill be characterized by an atmosphere which
fosters a continuous exploration of int cllectu.:il
cultural activity.

issues c1nd

il

high lev~l of

Such an environment is conducive not only to teaching

and learning, but to the involvement of the citizen r y within the university's
region, not excluding leaders of business, industry, and government.

Such

an environment is a necessary complement to the academic, social, and athletic aspects of un i versity 1 ifc.
That the intellectual and cultural environment of Clemson has no t rece i ved an emphasis commensurate \-Jith that of other aspects of the Universi ty's life is suggested by, among othe r things:

the IOI:" priority given to the

creation of a Performing Arts Center; the absence of an intellectuall y
respectable University Lecture Series; the very limited avai Jabil i ty of
funds for visiting artists and performers; and the absence of a University

.

Film Ser i es .

Th1.: f(lcully, ,1u.onli11 ~1 ly,

1)

111<.JL!S

lh ,tl:

administration, faculty, and students be organized to plan a

university - wide program for upgrading the in tel lcctual and cultural

Ii fe

of Cl cm~n n University .
2)

immediate and high priority be 9ivcn to the con struc tion of a

Performing Arts Center.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
June 19, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Fleming at 3 : 35 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for May 8 , 1979 were approved without comment.

3.

Committee Repor ts
A.

Admissions and Scholarship - Senator Grubb, Chairman , had no formal
report . He announced 'the next meeting of the Committee to be held at
3 : 30 p .m. on Tuesday, June 26, at 303 Hardin Hall. He stated that his
goal as the new Chairman was to conduct a general overview of all Ad
missions and Scholarship policies instead of pursuing a piecemeal
approach to the issues as indicated by former Chairman Hester last
month (see May Minutes). He felt that there are apt to be changes
in these policies in the near future and that an overall study would
enable the Committee to pr ovide better and more timely input . He
solicited the advice of any Senator on problems relating to Admissions
and Scholarships.

B.

Policy - Senator West , Chairman, presented three reports. The first
dealt with Faculty Evaluation Procedures (See Attachment A). In this
regard , he noted the following changes from the Ad hoc Committee report submitted in May (see May Minutes.. ) :
- -1)

There is new language in paragraph 3 of the Form 2 procedures;

2)

there is a change in the rating schedule from six variables to five;

3)

there is no change in Form 2;

4)

the "Pu rpose" paragraph of Form 3 is reworded in order to tie the
evaluation more closely to promotion, tenure and merit raise de
cisions;

5)

ther e is agreemen t that specific items under the five major cata
gories of evaluation be left blank;

6)

ther e is a suggested numerical r ange to define the five substantive
per formance ratings (Very Good, Good , Satisfactory , Marginal, and
Unsatisfactory);

7)

there is now an additional step wherein the faculty member can read
the Dean ' s evaluation and file a disclaimer to it as well as to the
Department Head's evaluation .

Senator West noted that the Senate has until August to review these pro
posed changes but he hopes to have a Senat e consideration and vote on
the matter during the July meeting . He asked the Senate to remember
that they have th~ee plans to choose from: the existing plan ; the recom
mended plan by the Ad hoc Commi t tee; and the Policy Committee plan in
dicat ed above. Senator Thompson opinioned that he preferred the old

ol. {
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plan , feeling that the present confusion surrounding its use would
be easier to undo than the introduction of a whole new plan. Senator
Rollins countered that the newest plan protects the faculty better,
especially with regard to the additional faculty review step. An
objection was raised with regard to the change in the numerical
scoring (from the 1 - 100% to the 1 - 5 scale). Senator West re
sponded that , since this is a " check list" type of evaluation, it
needs to be simplified in order to be more workable and that, whereas the old form was not that bad, it did open up too much difference
between depar tmental approaches to the evaluation scales. The briefer
scale (1 - 5) would tend to make Department - to - Department operations
more uniform. Senator Rollins added that the category "Excellent" was
omitted because of the propensity of some evaluators to reserve this
accolade for the rarest levels of achievement while others use it in
discriminately - the problem being essentially semantic; In response
to a question concerning the re~uced number of blank lines under the
various categories of evaluation on Form I , Senator West noted that
ther e can be any number of such lines in the final form, but his type
writer could only accommodate three. Senator West also responded to
a question concerning the method of determining the final score where
several categories of evaluation are used . Ws.en asked whether a Dean
could change a Department Head's evaluation; Senator West noted that
he could , and that this is why the additional step has been added
wherein a faculty member may review a Dean's comments on his form . He
also noted that the Ad hoc Committee made a similar recommendation in
-its report. A motion
to accept the report and to discuss it at the
next meeting was made and seconded. It passed unanimously.
The Policy Committee has also discussed issues relating to tenure and
mer it raises . They will seek to have Dean Hurst change the Faculty
Manual to allow for faculty members to waive the confidentiality of
their depar tmental evaluations in order for faculty advisory committees
to have this information when making recommendations on tenure and pro
motions. (See attachment B) .
A gener al discussion on. the pros and cons with regard to waiver ensued.
The President concluded that the matter warranted further study .
A third report was made concerning a review of the Majority and Minority
report of the Ad hoc Committee to Review a Proposed New Constitution ·
for the Faculty and Faculty Senate . The report was placed on the
current agenda under New Business .
C.

Research - Senator Smith, Chairman, reported that on June 18, there
was a meeting on the pr oposed Copyright Policy and the resolution on
the creation of an Ad hoc Committee to recommend ways to facilitate
the research effort-;-oI""the faculty. Senator Smith indicated that the
Committee is somewhat confused as to what Senator Hester had in mind
in the latter resolution (see the May Minutes), since the University
Resear ch Council apparently already does this and it includes faculty
members as participants . Senator Smith indicated that the Committee
will not proceed further on this matter until they get a clearer idea
of the issue raised by Senator Hester.

- 3D.

Welfare Committee - Senator Baron , the Chairman , was not present . A
spokesman for the Committee noted that the Faculty Salary Survey (Peer
institutions) by Mr . Darrell Hickman, (see May Minutes) has been com
pleted , and it will soon be compiled and turned over to Dean Hurst .
It will be distributed later, but Senator Baron has not yet seen it .
President Fleming announced that he would look into the matter. Senator
Worm inquired as to whether anyone on the Welfare Committee had looked
at the overall Grievance Policy of the University. He was partLcularly
concerned abou t the recent request for faculty members to read and sign
a statement of consent to a rather complicated new State Employees
Gr ievance Policy . A lengthly discussion ensued during which the following
points were made :
1)

There are apparently two grievance procedures available to
the faculty. The one descr ibed in the Faculty Manual for
Clemson Faculty , and the State procedure for all State
employees .

2)

the document to be signed by Clemson faculty concerns changes
in the State procedure.

3)

.it may cause changes to be written into the Faculty Manual,
but this is unclear .

4)

when the issue of changes in the State policy arose last
year, the Welfare Committee indicated no interest in the
matter.

5)

the best move now would be to check and see if we have lost
anything in the new State procedures, and whether substantial
changes will ensure in the Faculty Manual , but it would be
wise to do this cautiously at the present time in view of
past Senate actions and possible future actions by the State
Legislature.

The President will look into the matter. A motion was made to
commit this matter to the Welfare Committee for further study. It
passed unanimously.
E.

Ad Hoc Committees - No Reports

F.

University Councils and Committees - No Reports.

G.

President's Report:(See attachment C) . With regard to item lA, the
President noted that this could prove to be expensive and that it has
been proposed that the University be content with verification of the
last degree only . Concerning item lB, he indicated an intention to
monitor this closely to see what the benefits of the system will be.
Concerning item lD, he noted that he had raised this issue and that
he is vaguely optimistic in this regard . Concerning item 3, he noted
that the students named were very supportive of faculty priorities,
especially in regard to a lecture series , the film series, the
performing arts center and faculty compensation. Concerning item SD ,
he noted that Vice President Thompson will chair an ad hoc committee
to arr ange for a social event in connection with Dr. Atchley's visit
and the Januar y visit by the Board of Trustees. Concerning item SF ,
he stated that he could not usually take faculty members with him to his
formal committee meetings with these administrators, so the action in
SF is the next best thing. There followed a spirited discussion of

-4item lA, during which it was stated that the proposal to check the
credentials of the faculty was ill-advised and an insult to the
faculty. The operation of ferreting out bcgus degree- holders is
an administrative problem and should net require faculty initiation.
If "clearance" is required , it is the obligation of the "clearor"
rather than the "clearee" to provide information. It is offensive
enough to be called "employees"; if this is so, let the "employer"
check our bono fides. Faculty members have already provided these
documents once, and once is enough. How often does Dean Hurst ex
pect to do this? The consensus seemed to be this whole matter should
be rejected by the faculty as a whole, and a resolution was prepared
for the current agenda under New Business. The President was asked,
in regard to item IC , whether there had been any discussion of existing
programs. The answer was that some had been discussed, but the dis
cussion was not substantial. The President promised to keep the Senate
informed . With regard to item IE, the President was asked what the
Deans ' interests were. The answer was that they were concerned about
decorum during the ceremonies , parking near the Coliseum and the
time the ceremonies consume. It was suggested that this matter be
taken up by the Admissions and Scholarship Committee rather than by
the Welfare Committee.
4.

Old Business - There was none.

5.

New Business
Salutary Letters. The Senate went into the Committee of the whole
for the purpose of considering several salutary letters proposed by
the President . The letter to Professor Macaulay was discussed and
unanimously approved . (see Attachment D). The letter to Mr. Billy
Rogers was discussed and unanimously approved (see Attachment E) .
A proposed letter to IPTAY was considered during an extended period
of debate marked by Byzantine parliamentary maneuvering. It was
evantually tabled in order to reconsider the wording. The letter
to Mr. Melvin Long was discussed and unanimously approved (see
Attachment F). The Senate reconvened.
Letters from President Edwards and Ex-Senate President Steirer
thanking the Senate for gifts received from that body were read
and accepted.
Resolution FS-79-6-1 was introduced by Senator Rollin

to wit :

The Faculty Senate finds the requirement that all faculty submit
through their department heads official transcripts of all work done
for each degree impugns the integrity of the faculty as a whole and
places demands of time, energy, and money upon the individual faculty
member in or der to carry out a responsibility which properly resides
with the Administration;
and further , that the Senate will recommend that faculty members
refuse, on principle, to comply with the directive in question.
The resolution passed by a large majority with little further
discussion.

- 5Senator Smith submitted the following resolution, numbered FS-79- 6- 2 :
WHEREAS the proposed Clemson University Copyright Policy as revised
by the F~culty Senate Research Committee has not been accepted by the
Administration of Clemson University, and
WHEREAS substantial work has been done and considerable time has
passed since November 1974, when a University Research Council Committee
was appointed to draft a copyright policy , be it therefore
RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate requests that the Administration
of Clemson University appoint a representative(s) of University Counsel,
Office of the President, to assist the Faculty Senate Research Committee
in the development of a copyright policy .
He explained that the purpose of the resolution was to get some University
Research Council assistance on the drafting of an acceptable copyright policy.
The resolution was passed unanimously.
Senator West requested that the Senate go into executive session to discuss
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee to Review a Proposed New Constitution for
the ·Faculty and Faculty Senate (see Attachment G). A motion was made to
allow twenty minutes for such a discussion, and it was approved . After
the end of the executive session , a motion to include the report under dis
cussion in the Minutes and to place it on the agenda for the next meeting
was made and passed. It appears as Attachment G.
Professor
questions
or on his
him. Dr .
Senators .

St eirer, representing Senator Lambert, asked if there were any
of him relating to his role on the Ad Hoc Committee aforementioned
Minority report. Several questions were asked and answered by
St eirer was complimented for his Minority report by several

The Senate adjourned at 5 : 33 p .m.
Respectfully Submitted ,

r
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Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary

EMC:lm
Enclosures
Senators Absent :

Agr icultural Sciences:
Architecture:

Bursey
Young
Webb

Engineering:

Edie (substitute present)
Baron

Liberal Art s:

Lambert (substitute present)

Nur sing:

Kelly
Kline

Sciences:

Burt
Schindler
Snipes

FACULTY EVALUATION PROCEDURES
FORM 1 - EVA LUATION WORKSHEET
Purpose: This form is to be used to record detailed evaluati on of the faculty member
by the department head for the purpose of ultimately deriving , through a systematic
means , a narrative evaluation of the individual faculty member's overall performance.
Exp"lanati ons :
1. Each faculty members' assigned duties and professional objectives for the
year ars categorized into teaching, research , extension, librarianship , and
other activities such that the total effort equals 100%.
The depart~ent head, in consultation with the faculty member, identifies
specific qualities and factors which are appropriate and necessary to define
a.deqL•at2ly the assigned duties and objectives. (See Guidelines for Faculty
Eva~uation for examples of the qualities and factors which might be identified . )

2.

3. The department head shall, in consultation with the faculty member, determine
if some qualities and factors should weigh more heav·i ly in the evaluation than
others . No change in establis~...:{AIP weiqhinq of qualities and factors should be
made without prior .col]sul ta ti ons v,ith the faculty member . When used, relative
importance for each major category s.hould sum to 100%.
4. Performance should be indicated with a check mark under the appropriate
rating description. Overall rating of performance for each major category
should ce indicated by a number form 1 to 5 which corresponds to the
appropriate rating description .
FORM 2 - PROFESSIONAL DATA SHEET
Purpose: A form to be used by each faculty member to transmit an annual report
of accornpl ishm~nts to the department head . (The form need not be transmitted
to college or university administration.)
Expl ana ti ons:
l . Distribution of effort or work performed such as teaching (courses taught,
etc.), research (projects underway}, extension (field days , etc.), librarianship
(reference work, etc . ) and other activities are listed and/or described .
2. Major goals accomplished during the year are listed and/or described. Goals
are the same as, but not limited to, those established in consultation \'Jith the
department head at the beginning of the year.
3. Professional activities such as workshops or seminars attended, activities
in professional organizations, publication of papers not associated with
assigned duties, etc . , are Jisted and/or described.
4. Other noteworthy activities of a profess{onal nature are listed and/or
described.

FOFW 3 - EVALUATION SUMMAR Y
Purpose: This form is to be used to record the summary eva luation of t he
ir:dividua l faculty member fol'.' .trans mission from derJar tment head to the college
a nd university administration. The form wi ll be an official document , •.'lith
narrat ive and numerical evaluations. It serves the goals of faculty develop 
ment a nd improvement, and of providing information relevant to questions of
pr omot i on and tenure and upon whic h merit salary i ncreases sha l l be based.
Explanations:
1. A summary of the individual's assigned respons i bilities and participation
in other activities is presented .
2. A narrati ve evaluation is made which describes the i ndividual's effecti v~
ness, emphasizes particular strengths demonstrated, indicates the area(s) in
which improvement is desired and suggests ways in 1;1hich the individual can
reach his/her highest stage of profess i onal development.
3. Performance . The depar tment head will check one: very good , good,
sa t isfactory, marginal or unsatisfactory . The department head will then sign
th e Eva1uation Summary and provide the faculty member an opportunity to read
the ev~luati on.
4. A faculty member who does not concur with his /her evaluation by Vie depart1:1e1;t head shall have ten calendar days to file a disclaimer with the department
hEad, whi ch shall become a part of the evaulation .
5. The completed Evaluation Summary is for1,<1arded for revie•.v by the appropriate
Dean . After revie\v by the Dean and the addition of corrrnents and signature the
Eva l uati on Summary is retu r ned to the Department. At this time the faculty
members are to see the completed Eva l uation Summary and to indicate that they
have read the reviewe·d evaluation. If the faculty member does not concur with
t he reviewed evaluation, he/she has ten calendar days in which to file a
disclaimer. This di sclaimer then becomes a part of the complete eva l uation .
_/ '
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June 19, 1979
Memorandum
To:

Dean Hurst

From:

The Faculty Senate

The Faculty Senate reconmends that the following statement be
appended to page 48 of the Faculty Manual (under "Personnel Evalua
tion Program," paragraph 5, following the first sentence of that
paragraph):
Faculty members mayw~ the confidentiality of their completed
Faculty Evaluation forms in order that said forms may be examined by departmental advisory committees on tenure and promotion .
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CLEMSON
UNIVERS r r-Y-

FACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT ' S REPORT
June 19 , 1979

1.

The Council of Deans met on May 14 and June 11. They covered
the following items of immediate importance to faculty .
a.

Dean Hurst has asked the academic deans to verify by
January 1 , 1980 the credentials of all faculty . Dean
Hurst ·essentially has asked that the deans require all
faculty to submit through their department heads official
transcripts of a l l work done for each degree the faculty
member holds . An "official" transcript is defined as
an original copy with an embossed seal of the degree 
granting institution and reflecting the fact that the
degree itself has been conferred on the faculty member .

b.

Dean Schwartz reports that work on development of the
Student Data Base is proceeding but is currently about
three weeks behind schedule. When complete , the data
base will be used for a variety of record-keeping chores,
will facilitate the entire record- keeping process and
will be accessible for faculty counseling of students on
their academic programs .

c.

At their June ll meeting , the deans discussed at length
post - secondary education i n Greenville .
Dean Hurst will
compile the deans ' comments in a report to be forwarded
to President Edwar ds .

d.

There seems to be a consensus of sorts among the deans
that we should pursue a higher level of funding for
international travel of Unive rsity faculty and other
personne l who travel on University - related business or
participate in professional meetings related to their
duties at the University . (Heretofore , as you know, many
faculty and staff traveling on Un iversity business have
had to defray major expense out of their own funds . )

e.

The deans are interested in reviewing our commencement
exercises format.
I informed them that the Senate Welfare
Committee haveplanned their own review of graduation
ceremonies and would welcome any comments the deans may
have as their work proceeds .
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f.

I gave the deans copies of our report on University
priorities and told them that the Senate would welcome
the i r comments and support of the objectives we have
listed . You may wish to follow - up on this matter with
your deans .

2.

The Educational Council met on May 25 . At that meeting,
President Edwards stressed certain points contained in the
Governor ' s energy message delivered May 17 . Specifically,
as you may recall , the Governor has stated that he will
seek an order from the State Budget and Control Board
setting a target of 15 percent reduction in the number of
miles traveled by all state vehicles (excepting law enforce
ment vehicles) and mandating all state agencies to implement
plans to achieve this goal. The Governor also pointed out
that the 55 mph speed limit will be strictly enforced and
that state employees caught exceeding this limit in a state
vehicle will be reported to their appropriate agency heads
for disciplinary action . Agency heads are thus required to
impose some kind of disciplinary code on this subject . The
University , however , has not as yet determined what kind of
discipl i nary action is to be taken .
(I have a copy of the
complete text of the Governor's message for those who wish
to read it . )

3.

On May 30 , I met briefly with Bob Fuzy , Student Government
President, and Jeff Anderson , President of the Student Senate.
They had been given copies of our report on University
priorities for their information . They expressed their own
personal support of the objectives we listed in the report
and would like the opportunity to interact with us in pursuit
of those objectives , as appropriate.

4.

It appears that the Planning Council will pursue the concept
of a University Performing Arts Center during the coming
year .

5.

The Senate Advisory Committee met June
matters came before the Committee .

7.

The following

a.

Request for leave of absence from the Senate of J . C.
Hester(beginning immediately and extending through
Spring semester 1980) was received . His seat will be
filled on a temporary basis by special election in the
College of Engineering , the election to be held im.~edi~tely.

b.

Senator c. A. Grubb was appoi nted Chairman of the Admissions
and Scholarship Committee to replace Senator Hester .
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c.

J. L. Young, who has represented the Faculty Senate on
the University Union Board during the past academic year,
was reappointed to that post to serve during the academic
year 1979- 80 . (This position was not on our original list of
appointments to be made.)

d.

President- elect Atchley has accepted our invitation to
speak to the Senate at our August 28 meeting . He has
received copies of our ad hoc committee report on University
priorities, the proposed new faculty constitution and
comments of the review committee .

e.

Vice President Stassen Thompson has agreed to dhair an
ad hoc committee to plan for a social event following
our August 28 meeting and a reception for the Board of
Trustees in January during their meeting on campus .

f.

Standing committees will begin shortly to identify those
administrative officers within the University who deal
with matters in the province of these committees. "There
after , the committees will periodically invite these
officers to meet with them informally for discussions
of policies of mutual interest and to keep each other
current on matters of mutual interest . It is hoped that
this will enhance relations between administrators and
faculty and facilitate an understanding of our respective
viewpoints .

6.

Vice President Thompson , Dean Hurst, Dean Anderson, Dr. Godley
and I will visit the Experiment Stations September 4- 6 .

7.

Orientation for new faculty and staff will be August 16- 17.

8.

I want to continue the tradition started by Bill Steirer of
visiting periodically with faculty senators and faculty in
the several colleges . Please let me know if you would like for
me to meet with the senators in your college.

CLElY.I:SON
UNIVERSITY

FACULTY SENATE

June 19 , 1979

Hugh H. Macaulay ,
Alumni Profess~r of Economics
Department of Economics
Sirrine Ha l l
Clemson University
Clemson , South Carolina 29631
Dear Professor Macaulay :
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University wishes to
thank you for the diligence with which you served the faculty
of the University as a member of the Screening Committee to
select the new President of the University .
We recognize the great sacri fice which you made in terms
of time and effort , at the expense of your other professional
and leisure act ivities . I t is to your credi t that the process
of selecting our new President proceeded so efficiently and
with such thoroughness .
The ent i re Unive r sity community is indebted to you for
the way that you represented its various constituents , and
t he faculty i n particular.
Sincerely ,

Horace W. Fl eming , Jr ., President
For the Faculty Senate
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June 19 , 1979

Mr. Billy G. Rogers, President
Clemson University Alumni Association
Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Dear Mr. Rogers:
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University wishes to corrunend
the Alumni Association on your overall record of achievement
during the academic year 1978- 79.
We note the substantial gains achieved by the Alumni
Association in funding of academic scholarships and in the
support given the University through over $1, 000, 000 for
faculty research and professorships. We also want to corrunend
you for the level of alumni participation in giving which you
and the staff of the Alumni Association have encouraged over
the past several years . To have been chosen as a finalist
in the u. S . Steel competition for overall improvement in
alumni programs speaks well for the dedication of Clemson
alumni, you, your fellow officers of the Association and
your staff.
If we can be of service to you in your continuing efforts
to serve the University, we hope that you will call on us.
Sincerely,

Horace W. Fleming, Jr . , President
For the Faculty Senate
HWF/mgm
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June 19 , 1979

Mr . Melvin C. Long , Director
Department of University Relations
Clemson University
Clemson , South Carolina 29631
Dear Mr . Long :
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University notes with great
pleasure receipt by the Uni versity Information Office of the
Newsweek Grand Award for News and Information Writing for 1979 .
That you have performed at such a consistently high level
in this and previous competitions for this award attests to
the dedicat i on and diligence of your entire staff . This award
represents a high honor for Clemson University and all of the
academic and other programs which you have so well represented
in the media and in your contacts throughout the state of
South Carolina and the nation .
Our since r e congratulations to you , Mr . Cornwell and your
entire staff in the University Information Office .
Si ncerely ,

Horace W. Fleming , Jr . , President
For the Faculty Senate

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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February 22, 1979
MEMORANDUM ANO REPORT
TO:

Dean Hurst

FROM:

Ad Hoc Committee to Review a Proposed New
Constitution for the Faculty and
Faculty Senate

I.

IN TRODUCTION

You have asked this Committee to "study and mak e any appropriate
recomme ndations concerning" the proposed new constitution of the
Faculty and Facu lty Senate. We have interpreted our mandate broadly.
We have studied the present and the proposed documents; we have
examined the constitutions of some oth er institutions; we have heard
from Dr . Steirer the motivations and views of those who propose a
new constitution·; and we have , of course, observed and participated ·
in the relationships of the Faculty and the Administration for varying
numbers of years . Our observations here are based on all these
factors.
It should be noted that Professo r Steirer serves on this committee
ex-officio as President of the Faculty Senate. He has been extremely
helpful as a resource person representing the views of the Senate,
particularly the group who drafted the proposed revision. Obviously
he cannot support all the views expressed herein, and the editorial
"we" represents herein the administrative members of the committee.
Also to be noted is our awareness that, in including our views
about faculty government in general and the prerequisites for i ts
success, we go beyond a narrow interpretation of our mandate.
'"' e
ho pe these inclusions are not intrusive; if they are, you may ignore
them without damaging our sensibilities .
The basic difference between the pr esent constitution and the
proposed is the latter's assignment of sole legislative power in
academic affairs to the Faculty. All subsidiary differences proceed
fr om this fundamental one. Since we believe that this abrupt
departure from a long -standi ng tradition of the academic world is
unacceptab le , we do not find it useful or, indeed, practicable, to
give a point - by - point analysis of the proposed document. We have
therefore concentrated on reasons why we cannot endorse the philo
sophical basis of the proposal .
I I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

(A)
First of all, it is not at all clear to us that there
is at this time a mandate from the Faculty at large to replace the
present constitution. The impetus for a complete replacement, we
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understand, came entirely or almost entirely from a group within
the Senate , acting within their prerogative, of course, but without
apparent grassroots solicitation from the Faculty at large. Ac
cording to our information, a recent poll of the Faculty on the
question, undertaken by the Senate, achieved only a 20 % response .
Of this 20% replying, those in favor of the revision and those
opposed to it were roughly evenly divided. Thus it appears that,
of the several hundred faculty polled, about ten per cent defi 
nitely favor the proposed revision; about ten per cent are
definitely opposed; and about eighty percent do not fee l strongl y
enough even to answer a questionnaire .

( B)
Our second general observation is that the present
constitution and Faculty role is far more typ i cal of the s i tuation
prevailing throughout the academic world than that envisioned by the
proposed version. Although our investigations are limited, we are
persuaded that most, indeed, nearly all, well-establis hed institutions
define faculty and administrative roles much as we present ly do:
that is, with the Faculty as an important partner in the academic
endeavor, aiding and advising in policy making, but with fina l
responsibility and authority vested in the President of the institut i on
and his representatives. We go so far as to say that, if one excepts
the University of South Carolina, whose faculty organization seems
to have been a model for the one proposed here, we know no large
institution which reserves sole de jure legis l ative powers in a ll
academic matters to the Faculty.~And while the Univers i ty of South
Carolina is an estimable institution, we are not certain that its
academic stature or its tradition of faculty governance i s of an
order to constitute a compelling endorsement .
The more compelling circumstance, on the contrary, is that as
best we can tell, most institutions with long histories of influential
faculty participation in university government define f acu l ty and
administrative roles much as our present constitution does.
We believe that before an y new constitution is co ns i dered, a nd
before any extensive revision of the present document, many questions
need to be resolved concerning present Faculty-Administration
relationships. Do most Faculty really feel that only under a brand
new constitution can their legitimate aims in University governance
be achieved? Is the present constitution so inherentl y faulty
(despite its typicality) that a satisfactory working re l ationship
between Faculty and Administration cannot be achieved under its ae gis?
Is the Clemson milieu so nearly unique that a constitution typical of
most other universities cannot serve it? Are the real or alleged
difficulties in present Faculty-Administration relationships owing to
a weakness in the constitution or to imperfect human relations? If
the latter, would a new constitution serve to remove difficult i es, or
perhaps even exacerbate them?
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(C)

~

Note

.2_!l

Faculty-Administration Relationships

It is safe to say that every member of this Committee is
convinced beyond question that a University Faculty should
indeed, must
have an influential voice in university govern ance, not merely in academic policymaking, but in most other aspects
of operation as well. As administrators, we seek to implement this
principle in operating our departments, and we recognize that we
would ignore or discount faculty views only at our peril .
We think it simplistic, however, to assume that a new consti 
tution would inaugurate an era of mature faculty governance and
harmonious faculty-administrative relationships. The language of a
constitution seems less critical than a high level of competence,
good will, mutual respect, and cooperation in both sectors. Faculty
must realize that~ jure and~ facto authority do not necessarily
accompany each other, and that in confrontation the administration
has the heavier artillery, no matter what a faculty constitution
says . Administrators are obliged to realize that the faculty have
real expertise in university operation and that their counsel cannot
safely be ignored . Above all, communication between the two segments
of the Unive rsity must be conducted with civility, tact, and decorum
notes which have not been universally in evidence.
In our deliberations we have examined constitutions of several
other institu t ions with long histories of faculty participation in
governance. We will refer here specifically to only two. At the
University of North Carolina, where faculty influence in all phases
of operation has been extremely strong for many decades , the consti
tution specifically empowers the Faculty "to consider reports from
- - and to make recomm endat ions to - - the Chancellor , faculty
committees, departments, colleges, schools, inst it utes, and other
units of the University, and the Faculty Council." At Ya l e, despite
powerful ~ facto influence, the~ jure basis for such power is so
shaky that a Yale dean recently told one of us that he was not
certain that a faculty constitution even exists.
Rather, he said,
the spheres of influence are defined by a long tradition of faculty
participation, and the legal authority, if indeed there is one,
consists, like the British constitution, of a long series of under
standings and precedents. It is more nearly an "atmosphere" than
a legal instrument. This is, in our opinion, an ideal state, and, we
venture, exists wherever faculty governance is truly effective.

I I I.

LEGISLATIVE POWER AND ADVISORY POWER

As noted earlier, the sticking point in the proposed version is
the section of the preamble which would confer upon the Faculty
"le gislat ive authority in all matters pertaining to the.standards of
admission, registration, requirements for and the granting of degrees,
the curriculum, instruction, research, the educational policies and
standards of the University, and academic requirements for extra 
curricular activities ... " t hat is, in effect, all academic matters.
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We find a number of difficulties inherent in the concept of
vesting the Faculty with sole legislative authority in academic
matters, particularly if only the Board of Trustees could veto their
legislation. We also find a great many questions to be answered
and agreed upon even if the concept were accepted.
(A)
The Matter of Accountability. As faculty members our selves , we know that a university faculty is an amorphous group
of many kinds of individuals, not a monolithic entity. We like to
think of ourselves and our fellow faculty as professional, objective,
disinterested, idealistic pursuers of truth. We also tend to think
of ourselves as uniformly competent, at least when we are arguing
for our prerogatives . Realism, however, bids us accept that faculties
and administrations alike are made up of the competent and the
incompetent, the unselfish and the selfish, the reasonable and the
unreasonable , the honest and the less honest. Administrators,
however, can be made ·direc t ly and individually responsible for their
decisions, can be disciplined, shorn of authority, even readily
removed . But how and by whom is a faculty of a thousand to be
disciplined or made accountable and responsible for its joint deci
sions? How is a Senate of thirty - five persons to be admonished?
The answeG in our observation, is that there is no effective way it
can be done. We cringe when non - academic people propose an analogy
between the task of operating General Motors and the .task of
operating a university, but there is at least one point they have in
common: Effective management requires that authority be accompanied
by accountability. It is not sufficient to assume as an act of
faith that a faculty of a thousand or a senate of thirty - five will
consistently subordinate self-interest to university welfare, or that
it will consistently be informed enough to see all situations clearly.
No more faith is to be placed in administrators, to be sure; th~
difference is that when an administrator is overcome by venality or
for any reason muffs his job, both the Faculty and his superiors are
waiting to pounce upon him.
(B)
Authority and Eff iciency. Even if the concept of vesting
sole legislative authority in the Faculty were acceptable, the
proposed constitution in its present form would not serve. Present
university governance, vesting actual authority in an administrative
hierarchy and assigning faculty an advisory role, has grown up over a
century of operation; the roles of president, deans, department heads,
and faculty are clearly understood . If authority to make the rules
in matters academic were suddenly shifted, it would be necessary to
redefine all these roles in great detail. The proposed constitution
gives no help in this regard . No one, without detailed definitions or
a slowly evolving tradition, can know precisely what should be
considered "pertaining to the long list of areas in which the Faculty
asks legislative authority. Are departmental operating budgets matters
pertaining to" Instruction, since paper and chalk must be purchased?
Could a dean grant a substitution in a course of study? Could a de 
partment head make a rule concerning office hours, since this pertains
to Instruction? Could the Vice President for Academic Affairs veto
a proposed new curriculum on the grounds that it is not needed?
Could he remove an incompetent dean? These and a thousand similar
11

11
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questions have ready answers at present, but they would become
unanswerable until a whole le~icon of definitions and a whole library
of operating manuals could be built up. The proposed constitution
offers neither definitions not any ap paratus for formulating them.
It might be agreed that the Faculty would make policy and the
Administration would carry it out; but the divided authority and
the impossibility of a complete operating manual would produce an
unhappy polarization and atmosphere of confrontation far worse than
anything we know . Realism dictates, further, the assumption that
the Faculty, like most other groups , would interpret the term
legislative authority" to favor its own views, that is, as broadly as
possible, and that there would be a constant stream of confrontations
to be settled by the Trustees.
11

(C)
The Role of the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees
is the policy - making body of the University . We feel sure they have
never wished to involve themse lves in day - by - day operating policies in
the academic area, and we fervently hope they never will. Yet if
they are to be the direct supervisors af Faculty legislation, as
prop osed, they will perforce become involved -- perhaps we should say
embroiled -- in internal university disagreements to the ex~ent that
each Trustee will have to make himself an expert in all facets of the
academic operation, and will have to commit an amount of time and
effort to the job that would be overwhelming. The provision of the
proposed constitution naming the Board of Trustees as the only agency
that can veto a Faculty - made policy or institute a policy counter to
facul ty wishes is , in our view, totally unrealistic, in the first
place, and total ly unwise, in the second place . The President must
have authority to operate the University, following broad guidelines
set by the Trustees. The Board of Trustees cannot and should not be
made into an administrative body.

IV.

A COROLLARY OBSERVATION

We have a suggestion about procedu re if in the future the
constitution is to be revised or replaced . It might be bett er for a
joint Faculty - Administration committee to try to ascertain attitudes,
define problems of relationships, discuss remedies, reconcile differ
ences in philosophy, smooth out rough spots , eliminate ambiguities,
anticipate objections, and so forth, before revisions are officially
presented for review and adoption. After all, administrators are also
members of the Faculty and have as great a stake in faculty welfare
and harmonious relations as any other faculty members. We are
somewhat discomfited by our necessarily negative role. We do not feel
authorized to re - write the proposed constitution, particularly since
we are convinced that the present one, perhaps with some revision,
provides an adequate apparatus for development of appropriate faculty
participation in policy - making . Consequently, .we can only find fault.
If representatives of Faculty and Administration had collaborated from
the beginning, difficulties might have been reduced .
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The aspect of the proposed document which we deplore most is
its projection and cultivation of an adversary relationship of
Faculty and Administration . Aside from occasional passing gestures
to University welfare, the dominant tone is that of a labor
negotiation .

v.

SUMMARY ANO RECOMM ENDATION

We are persuaded that adoption of the proposed new constitution
in its present form would not be in the interest of the Faculty, the
students, the Administration, the Trustees , or the University as a
whole; that it would not automatically achieve its purpose of assuring
the Faculty an appropriate voice in University affairs; that it would
not promote harmonious relationships between Faculty and Administration
but would on the contrary ensure confrontation and polarization; that
it would not contribute to the efficient operatton of the Univ ersity
but instead would create an un~ieldy and . ill - defined apparatus for
academic policy - making .
We urge instead that Facu lty and Administration work together
(rather than separately) to examine the present role of Faculty in
academic policy - making and to seek to enlarge it.
The Faculty, we believe, should pursue i t s ~ ju re advisory
role with pride, aware that even where faculty governance is strongest
the advisory function is the rule rather than the exception; aware
also that its collective convictions, appropriately formulated and
forcefully expressed, can indeed exert a persuasive influence more
powerful than any~ jure legislative authority that could
reasonably be hoped fo~
Administration,· likewise, has the obligation to exercise its
authority with tact, responsibility, and restraint; to eschew
paternalism ; to realize and admit a r esponsibility to Faculty as
well as to Trustees; to solicit and give heavy weight to Faculty
views on all academic and most other University business; to
consider ser i ously and sympathetically all proposals from the
Faculty; and, when it fee l s it cannot follow Faculty advice, to
exp l ain its reasoning fully , promptly, and openly.
,., -·...
Stephen R. Chapman
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William F. Steirer, Jr.
( *Or . Steirer appends hereto a
separate minority report of
his own views . )

College of Liberal Arts
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

May 9, 1979

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dean Hurst

FROM :

William F. Steirer

RE:

Minor ity Repor t: Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance

i,wf:S

The following points illustrate my main concerns with the majority
report previously submitted to you . I chink it is important for me to
emphasize tha t while I represented the Faculty Senate and t he Facul t y on
chis committee,nothing I say in nere binds the Senate, the Faculty or
any president of the Faculty Senate to the same opinion .
(1) In asking the committee to "study and make any appropriate
recommendations concerning the proposed new constitution of the Faculty
and Faculty Senate," I believe thac you provided the committee with the
opportunity to recommend compromise proposals that would help to bridge
the gap chat exists between faculty and administration expectations and
incerests in university governance. By interpreting the mandate given
the committee so narrowly chat only recommendations on the proposed
constitution would be entertained, that opportunity ha s been lost . Indeed ,
the majority endorses (page 5) the notion that a joint Faculty-Administration
committee should "try to ascertain attitudes, define problems of relationships,
discuss remedies , reconcile differences in philosophy, smooth out rough
spots , eliminate ambiguities, anticipate objections, and so forth before
revisions are officially present ed for review and adoption." Although the
majority obviously believes chat the committee cannot act in this way at
this time , I disagr ee. It is precisely to do those things that the majority
says muse be done by some Faculty- Administration committee, that this c ommitt ee
was called int o being.
I embrace the idea of forming joint Faculty- Administration committeesto
discuss issues of univer sity governance. because no opportunity for fruitful
discussions between faculty and admicisc~ation should be passed up when the
appropriate time is r eached. But the appropriate time for such discussion
is at the point when the Facul~y Senate ~as developed a document ready to be
presented to the Facul t y for sa tisfact ion (as in chis case).
(2) At several points the :najority has decla red its confidence in t he
present faculty constitution a~d has suggested that no mandate for change of
chat constitu t ion exists among : 3e fa culty . : he source for that belief seems
to be the abortive referendum on the Constitution and By- Laws conducted in
February of 1978. On chat occasion c~e issues that provoked controversy and
prompted negative feelings among faculty were all By-Laws pr ovisions ,
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a.

removing the vote from faculty members serving as academic
administrators;
b . excluding instru~tors from the ranks of faculty; and
c . reapportionment questions.
Those controversial provisions have since been dropped, but the By-Laws are
not the problem here.
The preamble of the Constitution ( the critical area where the philosophy
of legislative power fo r the faculty is ex?ressed ) has been approved by the
Faculty Senate on six separa!:e occas:.or.s ,,:.th no oore than one dissenting
vote at any time. The earliest occasion was October, 1977, t he mosc recent,
February, 1979. That che Facult y Sena~e, :~e only representative body of the
Faculty, in the past cwo years has ovecwhel~ingly endorsed the principle of
"legislative authority":.~ acace:"1ic matters is clear. That endorsement
must be considered as che only significant represen tative of faculty opinion
that is ~nown on a continuing basis .
(3) It is true that at present no "crisis" exists in the area of Faculty
participation in university governance, but the lack of such a "crisis atmos
phere" offers an opportunity to discuss philosophical differences in an
atmosphere where reason and light can prevail. But the lack of a "crisis"
does not mean chat reasons for a fuller and more comprehensive role for
faculty in university governance co noc exist.
a. Some university councils and committees do not meet for years .
at a time. What appears on paper to be an adequate mechanism
for Faculty partici?ation, in practice does not ma terialize.
This past year, for example , the Research Council, the Exten
sion Council, the Landscape and Site Development Committee,
and the History and Archives Committee never met . The
Affirmative Action Committee met once , for the first time in
thr ee years. Several of those councils and committees that
do meet are totally ine ffec tual, having been given little to
do - - the University Planning Council is a case in point.
Responsible Fac ulty ~embe=s who look for~ard co serving :heir
colleagues and their University in an effective manner become
frustrated by che inaction .
b. On several occasions in recent years the Faculty Manual has
been breached for reasons that to faculty indicated how little
regard is given to Faculty participation in University governance.
While the administrators responsible for those decisions obviously
thought that their reasons were good and compelling ones, Faculty
Senators did not agree. Indeed, the critical point here is not
that the Faculty Manual was not observed on these occasions, but
that Faculty opinion was not solicited in t he present constitutional
sys t em.
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The apparent and steady erosion of Faculty perogatives vis - a -vis
that of students has made many Faculty members doubly concerned
about the role chat they are playing and should play in university
affairs. Faculty members believe chat they constitute the most
important part of the University but see no evidence that other
components of the University acknowledge this. The Gator Bowl
ticket allocation dis cur~ance of 1977 bears this out . The lack
of a specific faculty allocation for Gator Bowl tickets was
deemed an insult by fac~lcy members and c=ystallized the feelings
of frustration, resenc~ent and anger that had been suppressed.
The freq_uent use of :::-.e ::e:-::: "c!:lployees" to describe Faculty
angers many (as ~y nail after the~. C. Edwards Endowment Fund
campaign shows ) , for it seems to demons~rate a lack of sensitivity
for the faculty's feelings of professionalism and uniqueness.

d.

These feelings of frustration, resentment and anger that have
surfaced on certain occasions have been nowhere more obvious than
in Faculty attitudes coward the Pres~dential Selection Process and
the solicitation for the R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund. Faculty
members are suspicious of administrat~on intentions, wary of ad
ministration actions and fearful of retribution should they fail
to act in appropriate ways . I do not share these attitudes and have
tried vigorously to combat these attitudes during the past year.
The face remains, however, that such attitudes are prevalent and
must be confronted. Full participation by faculty members in the on
going policy- making processes of Clemson University is certainly
one way, and in my opinion the most effective way , of combatting
such divisive notions .

(4) It is, indeed, over the question of how much participation the faculty
· should and must have in creati:.g and initiating policy ( "making policy") that
the most controversy has arisen. The words "legislative authority" have been
particularly upsetting to the majority of the committee and other administrators
because co them the words apparently suggest that exclusive power would rest
with the Faculty . Actually, the only power that "legislative authority"
confers is the power to make policy regarding academic matters subject to the
veto by the executive branch of the University -- the academic administrators
and subject, as well , to the ability of t he executive branch to interpret and
execute the policies established by the Faculty.
What is being sought is the exclusive authority to initiate and create
policy, not the power tc impose policy or the power to enforce policy . That
power to initiate and create policy would only apply to academic matters.
In other matters pertaining to faculty welfare the Faculty asks only for the
power to recorranend and review which is nothing more t han what the Faculty now
possesses.
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(5) The majority of the committee describes the proposed constitution as
one which would leave those responsible for making policy unaccountable for
their decisions . Quite to the contrary , the proposed constitution would
make those making policy mo r e accountable than ever before because they must
accept the consquences of their decisions in a way that is not now possible.
Certainly under t he present mechanism for faculty participation, accountability
is notably lacking. The Faculty coes not elect representatives to University
councils and cor..:nittees, and while college deans do appoint Faculty members
to those councils and committees, they ?Oint ou t that they have no control
over their appoin::ees . What is creatac, t~erefore, is a set of people who
are not accountable to anyone. The=e stould be no r oom in a sysce~ of
University governance for pa:-::ic:.pan::s who are accou~table to n~ ,one . The
proposed constitution would char.get~~:: by :-:a~ing all participants responsible
to those who select the~.
(6) The.majority of the comnitcee states that all roles at Clemson are
clearly understood (page 4) .
Ido. not believe this . The roles played by
deans , department heads and Faculty :.n University governance are constantly
changing, being subject as they are to varying and shifting individual
interpretations . It seems as self-evident to me as the opposite apparently
does to the majority chat the only thing certain about how roles are defined
within Clemson's system of governance is the uncertainty of the definitions .
I might add that in the proposed constitution no effort is made to present
such definitions because it was felt ch~c a constitution where broad govern
mental responsibilities and ju:-isdictions are outlined was not the
appropriate place to de!ine speci£ic roles.
Another objection that the majority of the committee cites is the need
for new ope r ating manuals and "whole lexicons of definitions" to be produced
under the new constitution. To the best of my knowledge such manuals and
lexicons exist now only in the minds of administrators and are functional
only in so far as individuals agree to interpret pos itions similarly and
to act in concert . Nothing, therefore, would be lost by asking all parts
of the system of governance to reinterpret and redefine their participation
in that system.
I certainly agree that faculty members would interpret "legislative
authority" to favor their views, for the proposed constitution does not
aim at changing human nature . Bue as I understand Clemson ' s faculty , there
exists no monolithic " faculty" viewpoint on any academic matter . The
confrontations that would be likely to surface would occur among faculty
members of different disci?lines, departments and colleges. But that is
as it should be . Faculty members have a substantial vested interest in the
academic program of Clemson - in fact, the most substantial vested interest and should, therefore, have the primary responsi~ility fo r confronting issues
and resolving conflicts within t he academic program .
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(7) How typical among At~erican Universities Clemson's present system of
University governance is, I do not know, but I do not think that this is parti
cularly important . We are especially , and justifiably, proud at Clemson to
exlaim how unique we are as an institution. It is fitting that an institution
proud of its unique heritage and mission create a system of governance which
is suited to its own needs and people. I think that in the proposed constitu
tion we have done that and che sig~ificant issue is how well the system
established under that conscitution will function ac Clemson University .

(8) The majo:-ity observes that •·::..n co::1f:-onta:ion the administration has
the heavier artillery, :10 r..atter ~·: iat 3. facul::y coI'.stitution says. 11 While
this is an unfortunate cho::..ce of wo 7cs beca~se o: the images of raw power
that is evoked, it is probably a:,. acc~::ate' assessment of the situation that
now prevails at Clemson. Ic ?revails precisely because dejure and de facto
authority do reside in the same hands . The new constitution could not alter
the manner in which de facto authority is exercised. Faculty members after
all, have other duties as important as making policy and otherwise being
involved in governance while administrators have a primary concern with
implementing policy and exercising authority .
To deny this would be to deny the obvious. What the proposed constitution
would accomplish, therefore, would be to place the faculty in a position where
de jure authority would be shared constitutionally with administrators (who as
noted earlier would continue to possess the veto power) while the nature of
de facto authority would be little changed.
(9) The major ity of t he committee feels that the proposed document projects
and cultivates "an adversary relationship between Faculty and Administration"
and that "the dominant tone is that of a labor negotiation." Nothing could
be further from the intent of t he Faculty Senate in promoting the proposed
constitution . Rather than creating an adversary relationship, the proposed
constitution would help to bring about a new feeling of harmony and cooperation
between Faculty and Administration by providing the Faculty with the opportunity
to be responsible participants in University affairs. Adversary relationships
are most likely to occur when a disproportionate amount of power rests with
one party so that "in confrontation the administration has the heavier
artiller .. . . " The qualities that the majority describes in the last paragraph
(page 6) do not negate the imbalance of power that the Administration now
holds and end the danger of creating an adversary relationship in the present
circumstances.
I fail to see how "collective convinctions, appropriately formulated and
forcefully expressed, can ... exert a persuasive influence more powerful than
any de jure legislative authority that could reasonably be hoped fer." (page 6)
I have never known any group to prefer de facto authority over de jure, or to
fail to desire to legitimize the power chat they hold or hope to hold .
Persuasion in no way can substitute for authority .

f7
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(10) With the accepta~ce o: c~i s consti t u t io n a s an integral part of
the system oi governance ac Cle:ns on Univers ::y, t he Faculty would assume
the kind of responsibilities in acaciemi~ a :fairs that their training, in
clinations and ex?erience has ? repa r eJ : ~em co ass~me and that as full and
equal participants they are e~ci: l ceci to as s~~e. With the assumption of
these responsibilities, faculty members will be able to offer their expertise
and talents co the University a c a level a~d i~ a way not previously possible
to the mutual advantage of all. Subordina te participants, as faculty have
been encouraged to view their role in the present system, are relatively
reluctant co accept che responsibility f or new i deas and programs . This
waste of talent would be remedied by making Faculty members full partners in
the operation of the academic side of the University.
All that Faculty members desire is co receive the oppor t unity to serve
Clemson University in the capacities that their training , inclinations and
experiences make possible . The proposed constitution would provide that
opportunity and enable the University co use the services of 900 plus Faculty
members mor e effectively and more meani ngfully.

'
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..ev Is 10n
The Constitution of till• r.1c:il ty
c, f C1cmc;on Uni vt: r ·· i t y
Prt::.:i;:ib 1e
~k> less thJn its predcccs:;ors. t he mo<!.:rr , instit ut ion of higher
lc.:irning is .:i guardiJn .:ind interpreter 0f i 11tcllcctu,1l tr ,1 di~ion .
It is
up,, n t'1e competence. integrity, c11HJ t!evoti ,rn ,,r it :, Facul ty to pro fession<1l
i deals chat the University •:1ust dcpen<.l :·or ·-1 1ccess.
In order th.:it this Faculty may r:iore f ully ,ind effectively serve the
Ur.iversity by parcicip<1ting in the establish1!:,:nt of oolicies, procedures,
.:1nd pnc:ices, t he Facultv, subject co the ··..:vie.,, of the 8c.Jrd of Trustees
by whom these p01,1ers ur"
"re atcd, shul l pc":>-,eS'> l.:: gislat ivc author i ty in .:i
matters pertaining to the suindards of .-,dmi.,sion, regiscr.:ition, requireme:its for and the granting of dt.!grccs, t he curriculum, instruction, rcse.1rch,
the educational policies and stund<1rds of th~~ University, .:ind academic re
quirements for extracurricular activities , ,,nc ~h.Jll posses$ the po.,.,er to
re commend Jnd review any item which affect5 F,iC!Jlty .,,el fare and appe;irs in
the Faculty Manual.
The Faculty r.ii'ly delegate certain of these powers and ocher powers to the
Faculty Senate and to University Councils .:1nd Committees composed of faculty
memb ers elected by the appropriate depart;:iental and col l egi.:ice Faculties.
The
faculty members serving in those capaci:ics ':>h ;JII exercise the delegated legis 
lative powers necessary for ach i eving che obj~ctive s of those counc ils and
comm i c tees.
· .t\r c i c 1e

I

The Facult y
~e:::t 1on 1 .

Mcmbersh i o

The Faculty of C!~:nso;; U,1ivcr•., i ty -;n.1: I .:,,:, ,; i ,,c or th~ ?res ident of t he
u.-,iversi cy : ~he Dean of the :.mi ·,1crsi ty; t l1t' , k ,l'l ~ .:::i.:J d in.!Ct :>rs of tr-e co ll eges
,: ,d schools; dep2rtmenc hc.-;js; pro(essicn.-.i : i: r;:irians: t h e tcac:i in g, resear:'1,
&nd extension faculty w i th r ~ nk of profcs~ ar , ~s~ociatc prcfc~sor, assistant
r1·ofes~or, or inst ructor; .:ind such other .:,..: -:1b~rs <1s r.:J'I be duly elected as
p rov i d~d for in the By - Laws.

S·.:C ~ ion 2.

Function~

Th e funccion5 of the F~culty sh al I be t o exer cise legislative powers in
ac.::idcmic matte rs; to be concerned with matter ~ ~ffc cci n ~ :: he welfare of :he
cor;;.orace body and in:ii-,i d.u,1l mc~bers: to .=ip;>rove candidates fer degrees; co
~elcga ce t ho se powers it chooses no t to exerc ise directly to its Execut ive
Committee, the Faculty Senate; to determine such ocher Universi t y coun c i Is and
committees it deems necessary to carry ou t ere ma ndates of chis Co nstitution
and co delegate the power6 needed for the operation of these counci Is and
ccmr;;ittees ; ::o receive rcp,-,ns from t h e Fac 11ily Sc:iat~ of its actions; to
approve new members as provided fnr in ch~ By - ~~ws ; .:1nd to act on ~ny och er
~attcrs brought before i t bv the FDcult y Se~0t~ or any f~cult y me~ber.
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Section

3.

Officers

The officers of t he Facul::y shall co•1.., i-.t o ~ ,1 ch,1irpcrson undo
sccrctury. The chairperson Shull be the De.in of tlie University, or, in
his absence, the Presid!:!nt of the Faculty Se n.He . The Secretary shal I
be the Secre t ary of t he Faculty Se1ate, or in his absence, a person
appointed by the Chairperson .
Section 4.

Meetings

Meetings of the Faculty shall be held prior to each commencement
except the August one, and at such other t imes as deemed necessary by
the Chairperson. Special meetings may be ca l led by the Faculty Senate,
ten percent of the Faculty, or the Faculty members of any University
council or committee acting unanimously.
A simple ma j ority of the Faculty shal I constitut e a quorum.

Art i c 1e I I
The Faculty Scn~~c
Sect ion 1 •

Def in i c ion

The Faculty sha il elect from among its r"cnnc rs an executive committee
to be known as the Faculty Senate .
Section 2.

Members hip

The Faculty Senate shal I cons i st of u1os e mcnibers elected by tne
F"acult ies of the col l~gcs r1nd schools as p ro•1ided for in .: ne By-L.:iws.
Any member of the Facult y of d school or co l lege shal 1 be e l i 3ible
for membership in the Facul cy Senute exc l udi ng t hose ~ith prima r ily ad
~inistrative functions. For the purposes of t hi s Constitution, the pro 
fes sional librari.ans shall constitute the F.=-icul ty of a school.
Sec: ion 3.

Purposes

The Faculty Senate represents the Fac ulty of Cl emson University in i ts
:;cgotiat ion s and relation ships .,,ith the acm: '.1i sc;--ation of the University;
acts as t he primary advocate for Faculty in tere st s uC Cl emson University,
and promotes the welfare of the Faculty and i ts indiv idual members.
Specifically, t he Fac ul ty Senate aces :
1I

•

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

To protect t he rights of faculty members co l egislate acudemic polic ies
and practices on t tie departmental , co ll ·.;g i :Jte ar.c Univers it y l ev~ls.
To recommend and review aca demic po! i cie s .:ind practices on the Uni versity
l e"e 1 .
To recommend and revie"· any i tem which :if f~ccs Faculty 1-.elfare and appears
,~ th~ Faculty Munual.
To ser~e as a prim~ry forum for the redrc~> of Faculty grievances .
To recommend and revic.!·-·1 .Jll m.:icters c1.,nct> r:~ i n:1 the 1·:orking condi:ions and
general wel far.:: of t:-i~ Fucu! ty .
To procr.ote .:ind asst?n t he= Fa cul cy oo~ i i i ,.,1 Gn issues o f gene ra l in te rest
wit h in the Universit y cor:,,·:u n i t y .

so
The Presidt.!nl of the r,1cul ty St.!nutc ,, :1.,1 1 :1::_1,:,.: .:in or ,,1 .:irinu,11 re:porc co
the Faculty at the H.:iy n:(;t'tin (j .:ind .11·1r i tr c11 r, ·onr t at t he same time.
Spcci.11
reports shall be m,1dt.! ,, ,· n,::!Ct::.~'3ry ,o keep tll·. rKul t y <ldc: q u.:i , cly in f C".- me d .
Section

4.

Officers

The officers of the Faculty Senate sh,1 1 1 c on sist of .:i President, a Vice Presiden t, a Secrct ,1 ry .:ind a Parli.:iment.:;ri ,,n.
The Pre~idcnt, Vice - President
and Secretilry shall be s.?lccted fror:i among t he nu..:r.ibers of the F,1 cul ty Sen ,lte as
provided for in the By-Laws.
The President ~h ,111 c1ppoint the Par! iamen ta rian
from among the m~mbers of the Facu l ty Sen.:i~e.
Section

S.

Committees.

The standing committees of the Faculty Sen.:ite shal I be:
l.
2.

3.
4.
S.

Nominating and Credentials Committee
Execut ive Committee
Welfare Committee
Academic Affairs Committee
Pol icy Committee.

Special committees of the Fac ulty Sen.:itu may be appointed by the Nominating
and Credentials Committee or by the Pre~ident of the Faculty Senate "iith the
consent of the Faculty Senate.
The composi tion of the stand in g and spcc i .:il committees and duties of the
former are provided for in the By-Laws .
Section

6.

Meet ings

The Faculty Senate shall hold one regu ?.1r meeting each ::ionth at a time
det~rmined oy the Executive Commicr:=e .
Th1: scnedule of the r.;cecings for the
yr:ar s:ial l be announced by Moy I, througn a,)[) r.J pri.1ce chc1n11els.
Special meetings
of t~e Faculty Senate mJy be cal led by the Pr r ~i c cnt at Jny t i me with the approval
of the majority of the :xecutive Comr.:i:tec.
Except for cxccuc ~v e s~ssions, all meetings of che Facu l ty Senate sh.:. l l be
open to any member of the F.:.cu l ty.
Such vis : tor '.; may be invited by any rnemt:e r
of tne Executive Committee to participate i n part i cular discussions.
The
Faculty Senate may go in:o executi v e sess ic n b y si ~ p i c majority v ote of the
mernoers present .
Any member of the Faculty may oresent any problem or suggestion co the
Sena~e for ics consideration, prov i ded chc ~ c~oer notifies the President of the
Faculty Senate at least one week prior to thl' r.1i::cting.
A simple majo r it y of t ne elected me mbers 0 f t ~e Faculty Senate or their
a!ternates shal I constitute a quorum for the c r 0nsaccion ~f al I bu~iness, ex
cept the e le ction of Facu!ty Senate officers and the amending of the Constitution
or By-La.,,,s.
For these t\·10 exceptions , t •...io - cr,i rds of tho: e l ected merr.ccrs only
sh~I I constitute a quorum.
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Article i 11
Cour.c i ls ilnd Conni; t ~e~
~.cction I .

Definit io n

University Councils and Co,wni ttees ..irt: c:;tublished as deemed necessary
by the Faculty t o provide Jn e f fective me~ n~ fur F~ cul ty participJtion in
Un iversity governance, .JnJ are ~ssenti.:il to th..: ,1chievir.g of f acu lty int erests.
Sect i on 2.

Membe r sh i p

Unive r sity Councils and Committees c st.1bli ~nc :i by the FJcu lcy arc generally
corr.posed of faculty mer.1bers 1 \vich such st uU<.: :i t represen tation and administra t ion
exofficio membcr shi p as may be desirab l e t o f urthe r the pur;:,oses of the counc il
corr::n i ttee .
The Faculty reserves the righ t to spec ify t he met hod of se l ect ion
o f Facu l ty r eprescnt at iv t!S to such counci ls ,1:1d commictccs, an d to delegate
le gis l a t ive a uthor i t y only to such coun c i l~ or committees composed in accordance
w ith its wishes .
Three princ i ples shall govern the composition of such councils
and committ ees:
(1) Each College or School dire ct ly affected by the act ion s of
the counc i l or committee sha! l be represented by on e faculty member ;
( 2 ) The
Faculty Senate shal I be represented by one ~~ nJtor where i t deems desirab l e fo r
1 iai son purposes; and (3) Facu l ty r epresent .i t ivcs sh.JI I consti cute at l east
two -t hirds o f the counc il or committee membcr <; li i p .

or

Sect i on

3.

Chai r man

The c hairman of e2ch council and commit tee shal 1 b e elected fro m t he members -3 t t he first meeting of t he y ear .
The c hairman shr3l l arrange the agenda ,
appnin t sub - committees. and call meetings cJS r.c c.: c.ed .

~cct ion 4.

Mecc ings

The chcJ i rrr.an of each co uncil .:ind comrnittc·.: o;, h Jll appoint the ti :ne cJnd place
of each me~c ing as needed.
:xceot for excc u t i•,...: session s, ull me et ings of any
co•Ji'l c i 1 and com~ i ct e e snai I be o pen co any ~ c-bcr of : he Faculty .
Sect ior.

5.

Noc 'ling i n the prc viou ·_; St!Ctio'1s sha! 1 ~c .: c r,s t r:.ied as preven t ing t he
Faculty from tak ing such steps as are dee ~ ~d nec~ssury to protect FJc ulty
academi c a:1 d welfare interes t s so long .JS eel i ~9i,1te Jnd depart menc.:il prerog 
~c ives are observed.
Sect ion

6.

l mplen:en t::'lt i on

The Fac ult y 1-1 i l l upon :'1e acceptan c e o f t11is Constitution direct the F;iculty
Senat e t o e v a l uate , and if ncccesary reorgan iz ~. the s t ru c ture of e x isting coun c il s ~nd corxiitcee s .
Certain council~ and co~mi ctees muy be jud~ed by the Facult y
Senate'no t to be o f a Facu~ cy nat ure and therefore not covered by Arti c le I I I ,
Sec : ion 2.
Until tha t eva lu ation and reors an i zati on is comp l eted t he present
str ucture will be retai ned with the present men bcrs serv ing t h e rema ind er of
t heir terms.
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Article

IV

Ru l cs of Orcle r
The Fa c ulty , the Faculty Senate and t he councils and commi ttees of t h e
University sha l 1 conduct al 1 pa r l iament,H '/ procedure in accord.:incc with
Robert's Rule5 of Or der .

J\rt i c l e V
Amendment
The Faculty may amend this Consticvtio, , ,H ~: i t h er of t h e s:heduled meetings
prior to commencement during the regular scilool ses~ion or ilt ciny meeting called
for tha t spe :: ific purpose .
,~pproval shal l be ;1 t1·1() - tn ird s majority voce of t~e
membe r s present .
A propos.::d .:imend;,,,:::nt r:i a y be orougnt befo r e the Faculty by
eithe r of two methods:
l .

A proposed amendmen t accompanied '.Jy the signatures of at least ten
p er ce nt (10%) of the membe r s of che F~culcy may be submitted in
writ i ng t o the Dean of the University no Jater t han one month prior
to t he Fa c ulty meeting ac 1,,hich the ,w1cnd.:1ent .,,ill be con s idered.
The Dean w i 11 then pub 1 i c i ze the pro::>osed amendment at I eas t ch ree
{3) weeks prio r to the meeting, OR,

2.

A p r orosed amendmen t may be subniit.:c <.l by at lease ten {10) members
of the Faculty co the Facu l ty .Senac~ at a regular meeting of tha t
body.
The Faculty Ser.ace must vote upon the proposed amendment no
late r than the fourth meeting fo ! lowing submission .
A simple majority
vote of the Faculty Senators present is required co forward the pro 
posed ame ndment co the ful I Facul t y .
~n approved amendment must be
pr es ented in '-"riting to th e full Fz,c ulty at least ten days prior to
the Fa cu l ty meeting at which the ame~ dment wi l I be considered .

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
July 17, 1979
1.

Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Fleming at 3:37 p.m.

2.

President Fleming recognized those faculty substituting for regular
Senate members: J.M. Colacino, S. Melsheimer, and K. Ray.

3.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for June 19, 1979 were approved as corrected.

4.

Committee Reports
A.

Admissions and Scholarship - (See Attachment A)
Senator Grubb, Chairman , reported that the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee met on Thursday, July 12, for an organizational meeting. The
Committee has organized itself into subcommittees responsible for re
viewing the University's present policies or procedures in the following
areas:
Admissions (both undergraduate and graduate)
Scholarships
Academic Requirements (including withdrawal policy, academic
probation, continuing enrollment, etc.)
Grade Inflation
Academic Dishonesty
Other matters that were discussed were the idea of a "Tenth
College" to meet the needs of undeclared majors; summer school;
scheduling ; remedial courses; and written admissions policy. The
next meeting of the Committee will be Tuesday, September 5, at
3:30 p.m. in the Library Classroom.

B.

Policy Committee - Senator Rollin reported that there was no formal
report from the Policy Committee, but the Committee would call from
the June Report certain items for consideration under Old Business.

C.

Research Committee

D.

Welfare Committee
Senator Lambert gave the Committee Report and
distributed a handout on Grievance Procedures (Attachment B). President
Fleming and Senator Lambert met with University Counsel, and reported
that current State legislation led to the Revised "Grievance Pro
cedure," Senator Lambert discussed certain reasons for changes in
the grievance process and pointed out that with the revisions the
Faculty now has three grievance procedures available to them. A
question was raised as to why " •.. performance appraisals are not
appealable under Procedure II?" Senator Lambert responded that it
was his understanding that grievances of performance appraisals where
discrimination is not alleged would create circumstances where the

No Report
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investigation committee would not have anymore information about
performance than the department head. President Fleming reported
that Mr. Anderson is willing to discuss changes in the grievance
procedures which might be desired by the Faculty.
E.

Ad Hoc Committees
1.

Senator Thompson reported on the arrangements for the Faculty
Senate Social on August 28, 1979. The Faculty Senate will
host President Atchley and Vice President Hurst at Camp Hope
at 6:00 p.m.

F.

University Councils and Committees

No Reports

G.

President's Report: (See Attachment C). With regard to item 1, the
President noted that it is the intent of Dean Hurst to see that
official transcripts of all degrees held are on file for all faculty
members. Dean Hurst assures the confidentiality of all transcripts
presented by the faculty. Item 2, the Constitution is now in the
hands of President Atchley and he plans to appoint another committee
to again review the document. Item 3, concerning the salary survey
conducted by the Office for Business and Finance: There is no reason
to believe that the Board of Trustees will not circulate the Survey
results. In relation to item 4, Dean Hurst said that it would be the
policy of his office not to allow this. There are several reasons for
this. For example, the fact that some faculty might request the waiver
of confidentiality of the evaluation while others may not could result
in a certain stigma being attached to that decision. Item 5, Mr. Ben
Anderson has acknowledged receipt of the request for legal assistance
by the University in drafting a new University Copyright Policy. Mr.
Anderson points out that he is not a University policy maker but he
is willing to assist in answering questions and reviewing drafts of
the Committee as the latter's work proceeds. President Fleming pointed
out that item 6 was an information item only but that President Atchley
had requested that the Faculty Senate President deliver the August
Commencement address. The meeting of the Senate Advisory Committee was
noted particularly concerning the recommendation as to the agenda for
the August Faculty Senate Meeting. The three items reported in item
9 were discussed by President Fleming and presented to the Senate for
future consideration.

5.

Senator Snipes moved that the Senate go to executive session for a period
of fifteen minutes; second by Senator Grubb. Motion carried at 4:22 p.m.
The Senate reconvened at 4:37 p.m. at which time Senator Rollin presented
a draft (Attachment D) which he said Senators should consider sending to
colleagues in their respective colleges.

6.

Old Business
A.

Faculty Evaluation Procedures - Senator Rollin moved the approval of the
Policy Committee's recommended changes to the Ad Hoc Committee's Report
on Faculty Evaluation Procedures and recommend the changes to Dean Hurst.
Second by Senator Snipes. After considerable discussion relating to the
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notations on Form 3 relative to the range of numerical scores
identified with the "Total Performance Rating" the motion carried.
B.

7.

The Senate was asked to firm up its position on the requirement that
the faculty provide official transcripts of all degrees held, in light
of Dean Hurst's response to FS-79-6-1. It was moved that the Senate
go on record as recommending faculty compliance with Dean Hurst's di
rective to verify all degrees held. After considerable discussion
relating to the position taken by the Senate in June, the reasons for
the verification of degrees, the problems relative to misuse of tran
scripts, lost transcripts, time involved in securing verification,
etc., the motion was defeated.

New Business:
A.

A motion was made that there be no formal agenda for the August Senate
Meeting, that the full Senate Meeting be given to President Atchley,
and that the meeting time be from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Motion passed
unanimously.

B.

Senator Grubb submitted the following Resolution, numbered FS-79-7-1:
WHEREAS it has come to our attention that recommendations for a written
Admissions policy are presently being drafted to be presented to the
Board of Trustees, and
WHEREAS this is a legitimate area of interest to the Faculty Senate,
demonstrated by its recent Resolution FS-3-6-79 and
WHEREAS neither the Faculty nor the Faculty Senate was consulted prior
to the formulation of these recommendations or given a copy of them, be
it therefore
RESOLVED that the Administration of Clemson University seek and take
into consideration the views and opinions of the Faculty concerning
Admissions; that the Faculty be apprised in advance of any changes that
are to be made in this area, with sufficient time to examine and respond
to these proposed changes.
The Resolution passed.

C.

Senator Grubb introduced the following Resolution, numbered FS-79-7-2:
WHEREAS there are presently no University-wide procedures to deal with
the problems attendant upon the death or sudden critical illness of a
member of the faculty or administration, and
WHEREAS this often results in inaccurate obituaries that reflect to the
discredit to the University and lack of assistance to the families in
volved at a very difficult, confused time, be it therefore
RESOLVED that the Administration of Clemson University implement a plan
as soon as possible to rectify this problem.
After a brief discussion of the events leading to this Resolution, it
was passed unanimously .

-4The Senate adjourned at 5:25 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted

;i{'~Zdll
William E. West
Acting Secretary

WEW/lm
Enclosures
Senators Absent:

Agricultural Sciences:

Mazur
Quizenberry

Engineering:

Edie (substitute present)
Baron
Hester

Forest & Recreation Resources:

Howard
Ham (substitute present)

Ind. Management & Textile Science:

Kimbell

Liberal Arts:

Coulter

Sciences:

Burt
McDowell
Schindler (substitute present)
Senter

(Attachment A)
Report of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee

7/19/79

The Admissions and Scholarship Committee met Thursday, July 12, 1979.
This was largely an organizational meeting, with an interesting exchange
of views concerning the issues, problems and priorities in the Committee '.s
purview. At this point the Committee decided not to set definitely its
priorities, but it agreed to divide into subcommittees responsible for re
viewing the University's present policies or procedures in the five following
areas:
Admissions (both undergraduate and graduate)
Scholarships
Academic Requirements (including withdrawal policy, academic probation,
continuing enrollment, etc.)
Gr ade Inflation
Academic Dishonesty
This review has a two-fold purpose: (a) preparation for the Committee's general
examination and evaluation during the coming year of the situation relating to
these areas, (b) deciding upon the priority these areas ought to receive. As a
result of this review there may well be recommendations forthcoming; it will, in
any case, give the Committee the means of evaluating (hopefully, in advance)
any changes in policy made or proposed in these areas. The members of the
Committee agreed that it ought to focus its attention on a few issues, feeling
that a few carefully researched and thought-out resolutions are worth more than
a proliferation of resolutions which, however well-intended, fail to carry
conviction.
Other matters that were discussed were the idea of a "Tenth College" to
meet the needs of undeclared majors; the possibility of an expanded summer
school program that is more integral to the regular academic sessions; com
plaints about scheduling; the possibility that more remedial courses may be
required as a result of the HEW report. While presently these are not priority
issues, they will be looked into and recommendations will be made if the Com
mittee feels there is a need.
One thing particularly disturbed the members of the Committee: the infor
mation (though unconfirmed) that recommendations for a written Admissions policy
are presently being drafted by Mr. Mattox's Office to be presented to the Edu
cation Subcommittee of the Board of Trustees at its next meeting on July 20.
This is an intolerable situation: first, that the faculty, specifically the Ad
missions and Scholarship Committee, was not given a copy of these recommenda
tions; secondly, that this was not done in advance so as to have some influence
in what is presumably an area of interest and competence to the faculty ; thirdly,
that this was done in spite of the Admission and Scholarship Committee's con
tinuing interest in this subject and the Faculty Senate's recent resolution con
cerning Admissions, specifically the lack of a written Admissions Policy (FS 793-6). There will be a Resolution concerning this matter under New Business.
The next meeting of the Committee will be Tuesday, September 5, at 3:30 p.m.
in the Library Classroom.

lm
7/23/79

(Attaclunent B)
Grievance Pr ocedures
Re :

Ray Thompson ' s Memorandum of June 8, 1979
As a result of a conference with the University Counsel and my own r eading

of the June 8 memorandum, what follows is a summary of my conclusions :
A.

B.

1.

Grievance procedures, pp. 57- 59 of the Faculty Manual have become
out - of - da t e because subsequent changes in the law are not reflected
there .

2.

The Attor ney-General delivered an opinion in April , 1978 , that formal
(adversary) hearings in grievance cases were required to conform to
the Administrative Procedures Act which provides fo r elaborate and
complicated machinery for such hearings . Therefore , mos t stat e
agencies have provided for a fact - finding investigation and hearing
in l i eu of formal adversary proceedings to which the Attorney- General ' s
opinion would apply .

Ther e are now t hr ee grievance procedures available to faculty member s , the
two of J une 8 , and those outlined on pp . 36- 39 of the Faculty Manual , as
fol lows :
1.

Procedure I -- particularly where alleged discrimination (race, sex,
handicapped , etc . , under federal or state law) has affected per formance
appr aisals, promotions or dismissals .

2.

Procedure II -- an alternative procedure (if the Cabinet of Clemson
University feels a review is warranted) aside from per formance
appr aisals where discrimination is not alleged (per sonal i ncompati
bility with department head?) .

3.

Manual procedure on termination or dismissal of tenur ed or nont enured
fa culty, or where violations of academic freedom are alleged.

....

(Attachment C)

CLE:tv.:ISON
UNIVE RSI TY

FA CULTY SENATE

President ' s Report
July 17 , 1979

1.

Dean Hurst will require faculty to comply with his June
11 , 1979 directive that all degrees held by faculty be
verified by official transcripts and that faculty members
assume ·responsibility for providing this documentation .
Notwithstanding the Senate ' s objections by means of resolu
tion at our June 19 , 1979 meeting , Dean Hurst insists that
this procedure is necessary to bring personnel files up - to 
date in an accurate fashion . He does acknowledge that the
objections of the Senate are not entirely unreasonable .
In response to our concerns that the transcripts accumulated may
be improperly used , Dean Hurst has guaranteed that he will
enforce the otherwise confidential nature of these documents.
Any improper use of these transcripts will be dealt with
directly by his office. " Improper use " would include circu
lation of the transcripts to unauthorized persons . Other
instances of abuse of the procedure or transcripts would
need to be judged on an individual basis .
Faculty members complying with this request would not again
be so tasked .
All new faculty will be expected to document their academic
credential s as a condition of employment by the University .

2.

The proposed Faculty Constitution is now in the hands of
President Atchley , having been passed on to him by Dean
Hurst , along with the report of the ad hoc committee that re 
viewed the document . According to Dean Hurst, President
Atchley plans to appoint another committee consisting of
administrators and faculty to again review the document .
How the committee will be constituted and charged is not
certain at this time . President Atchley does need more
time to consider these matters . In the meantime , I will
discuss procedural aspects of the committee with Dean Hurs t
and report back to the Senate as these discussions proceed .

3.

The faculty salary survey conducted by the Office of Business
and Finance is be i ng prepared for presentation to the Board
of Trustees at their meeting on campus this Friday and .
Saturday , July 20 - 21. It will then be up to the Board as
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to whether this report will be circulated and to whom .
We have requested to see it .
4.

In accordance with your instructions , I inquired of Dean
Hurst whether the confidentiality of faculty evaluations
could be waived by faculty members who wanted these consi
dered by their departmental advisory committees in the
latters ' deliberations over tenure and promotion decisions .
Regardless of the legalities of any such waiver , Dean Hurst
states that it will be the policy of his office not to
allow such waivers .

5.

Dean Hurst has forwarded to Mr . Ben Anderson our request
that we be given legal assistance by the University in the
drafting of a new University copyright policy . He antici
pates that this assistance will be forthcoming .

6.

President Atchley has requested that I , as President of the
Faculty Senate , deliver the August 1979 commencement address .

7.

The Handicapped Student Advisory Committee met June 21 .

8.

a.

The commi ttee reviewed the recent Davis decision of
the U. S . Supreme Court and agreed- -consistent with
stated policy of the University- -that the University
has made a commitment to handicapped persons and will
keep that commitment , despite any mitigating aspects
of the Court ' s ruling , and abide by the spirit of
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

b.

A "Handicapped Awareness Week" is being planned for
Spring semester, 1979- 80 .

The Advisory Committee met on Monday , July 16 .
a.

Senator R. W. Rouse was named to fill out the term of
J . C. Hester on the University Traffic and Parking
Committee .

b.

It was proposed that no formal agenda be set for the
Senate meeting on August 28 , in order that President
Atchley can be given as much time as he wants to address
the Senate , receive comments and questions . It was
further proposed that the meeting be limited strictly
to one-and-a- half hours (3 : 30- 5 : 00 p . m. ) with the
Senate barbeoue at Camp Hope to follow immediately on
adjournment of the meeting .

fo I
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c.

Should a regular August business meeting be necessary ,
the committee recommends that it be called at a later
date .

We will ask for your concurrence in these recommendations
under New Business.

9.

Dean Hurst proposes that the Senate reconsider two items
which are of continuing interest and which apparently , to
date , have not been settled satisfactorily : (1) the status
and rights of instructors on the University faculty and
(2) the status and rights of visiting faculty .
A third item is likely to be brought up again soon : the
question of whether faculty below the rank of associate
professor should be granted tenure .
Dean Hurst has asked
issues.

10 .

the

Senate to review all three

The Board of Trustees will meet on campus Friday and
Saturday, July 20- 21.

July 17, 1979

~:)_

(Attachment D)
SENATOR ROLLIN'S STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
This is to put you on notice that you are soon to be required to per
form your own "security check."
Dean Hurst has ordered the academic deans to verify the credentials of
all faculty by 1 January 1980. Deans will require faculty to submit official
transcripts of all work done for each degree a faculty member holds to their
department heads (only an original transcript embossed with the institution's
seal will be deemed acceptable).
At its June 19th meeting the Faculty Senate discussed this action and
subsequently passed the following resolution:
THE FACULTY SENATE FINDS THE REQUIREMENT THAT ALL FACULTY SUBMIT
THROUGH THEIR DEPARTMENT HEADS OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS OF ALL WORK
DONE FOR EACH DEGREE HELD IMPUGNS THE INTEGRITY OF THE FACULTY AS
A WHOLE AND PLACES DEMANDS OF TIME, ENERGY, AND MONEY UPON THE IN
DIVIDUAL FACULTY MEMBER IN ORDER TO CARRY OUT A RESPONSIBILITY WHICH
PROPERLY RESIDES WITH THE ADMINISTRATION; AND FURTHER, THE SENATE
WILL RECOMMEND THAT FACULTY MEMBERS REFUSE ON PRINCIPLE TO COMPLY
WITH THE DIRECTIVE IN QUESTION.
The Senate does not challenge either the right or the need of the Uni
versity to authenticate the credentials of anyone on the Clemson staff. Nor
would the Senate object to requiring new appointees to furnish such documents.
What the Senate does object to is: (1) the indiscriminate nature of the dir
ective, which casts aspersions upon and raises suspicions concerning all
faculty, from imminent retirees to recent appointees, and (2) the adding of
injury to insult by demanding that faculty bear the burden of carrying out
this indignity themselves.
It is our intention to certify in writing that our credentials are as
claimed but otherwise to decline respectfully and on principle to accede to
this administration request. We urge that you also so decline and recommend
this course of action to your colleagues.

lm
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
August 28, 1979
1.

Senate Chamber /

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Fleming at 3:32 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for July 17, 1979 were approved as written.

3.

President Fleming introduced the editor of The Tiger, Mr. Jim Stovall , and Dr.
John Gowdy, who will replace Senator He ster for the remainde r of the academic year.

4.

Normal procedures were suspended and President Fleming introduced the special
guest of the Senate, Dr. Bill L. Atchley, President of Clemson University.
A Synopsis of Dr. Atchley ' s Remarks:
Dr . Atchley stressed that lines of connnunications at Clemson are of
paramount importance to him. He observed that no existing structure or
procedure is sacred , and he is undergoing a thorough examination of existing
offices and structures.
Faculty salaries will be a priority item this year,
and merit will be stressed in considerations of tenure, promotion, and raises.
The overall tenure picture must be approached realistically; tenure must be
based on productivity; individual faculty members must be kept informed as
to what is expected of them prior to gaining tenure .
Dr. Atchley expressed sympathy concerning the desire for faculty participa
tion in academic rules and procedures, but pointed out that faculty already
have significant input through their department heads and in their ability to
influence their colleges . The higher levels of administration, however,
retain the power to take into account the broadest considerations of policy.
The key to the interrelationship is communication. President Atchley asked
for more time before he responds in a formal way to the proposed Faculty
Constitution. As for the present , the students come first, the faculty second,
and the administration comes third . The Faculty Senate represents the faculty
as a whole and it must be sure to do so responsibly. Until things get sorted
out, the Faculty Senate President will be included in Cabinet meetings.
Dr. Atchley expressed support for the Graduate Programs, noting some
concern about our ability to attract high quality students. He will work
to increase graduate stipends. He also indicated support for adequate
Library holdings, travel, and sabbatical leaves . While generally supporting
a better cultural environment, the President stated that whereas a fine or
creative arts center is needed, there are no expectations for a College or
Department of Fine Arts due to a lack of resources and a concern over
duplication of current programs.
Dr. Atchley's remarks were followed by questions from the Senate.
brief synopsis of his answers follows:

A
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·Dr. Atchley feels that the current budget formula of the Commission on
Higher Education is a big step forward, but it could be improved. At
present, Clemson stands to get a 25% increase in state funds as a result
of the new formula (if they are available from the state).
•Dr. Atchley has not given much thought to the impact of an increased
enrollment on the community as a whole in terms of urban blight, housing
costs, traffic, demands for service , crime and other problems. He feels
that we are going to have these problems anyway, but he is agreeable to
consulting with the community leadership should changes in enrollment
occur.
•Dr. Atchley believes that there is a need for a Business Guidance Com
mittee for coordinating the relationship between Clemson and the business
community . However, the impetus for this must come from the faculty and
department heads, rather than from the top.
•Whereas President Atchley is aware of the increased professionalism of
this faculty over the recent past, and the subsequent increase in the
ability of faculty to make an impact on decision-making, he feels that
the proper response for the new administration is to listen to the
faculty and to see that the input process is not diluted. He does not
favor the institution of the department chairman system over the
department head system, feeli£g that a central locus of authority is
desirable.
•Dr. Atchley feels that teaching and research are intertwined ; they both
should be designed to teach students, which function, he feels, is the
main purpose of the University.
·The President will work to iron out problems with regard to the Physical
Plant ' s service to the academic community. He will also work to do away
with non-productive commit tees.
•President Atchley expressed some confusion as to the precise nature of
the "Admissions Policy" problem. He indicated a willingness to be
briefed on the situation by the Faculty Senate and others with regard
to the parameters of the situation . He acknowledged that the Faculty
Senate study on the subject would be helpful.
•Dr. Atchley expressed some concern about the advisement of students by
faculty. He feels that there is room for improvement in some departments.
He also believes that faculty members can be accurately evaluated by
administrators . He was imprecise as to methods.
·Dr. Atchley expressed sympathy for the establishment of an Anthropology/
Archeology Department and a Philosophy Department, but suggested that
these things will come only when we can afford them and that such
considerations as these must meet the tests of justification and the
mission of the University.
•After expressing his desire to improve the published communication
between the administration and the faculty, Dr. Atchley concluded his
remarks.

&f
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The meeting was adjourned at 5:03 p.m.
S.

Reports by the 4 major connnittees and the President of the Faculty Senate
are attached.

Respectfully Submitted

Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary
EMC/ep
Enclosures

Faculty· Senate Poliey Cor1an1tt.ee Report
A•.:gust ?.8, 1919

The Fac~lty Senate Policy Conmfti(.ee has not met dllr'1ng the past

montho However• the fo 11 OW1 ng it.ems of work av-e reported~

1~ F',culty Evaluation Forma and Proced~res:
The report of the Faculty Sen&te on the review of the
Ad Hoc CO!lll11tteees Reporot was favotably received by Dean
Hurst.. The foims that were sent to the pr1nter on August
27, 1979 include roost of our suggested i111>rovements
The rating scale on Form 1 - faculty Evaluation Work
~heet w111 be a 6 column grid with ratings for Exce1len£;
V'ery Good$ Good:. Fair, Marginal and Unsatisfactory.. Dean
Hurst belte~ed 1t to be fmpe~ative that the rating scale
include p·,-o~istons for recognizing "excellent" faculty
work,
The reris~ons in Form 3 - Evaluation Surrmuy were

accepted.,

Form 1 remains as previously printed but will be
Form 2 in the 1979-80 Ficulty Evaluatton systemo
2o The policy conn1ttee has no additional work to report in

rel1tion to the Fa~ulty Constitution~

3o The Policy Colllntt~ w111 meet on Tuesday, September 4. at

3:00 p"mo in Room 101 Freeman Hallo The tentative agenda
ts:

a., Report on Faculty Evaluation F~tmS
bo Revfew of faculty Constitution work
Co
Initial work ... Ot;anfzatfon
1) Faculty Title~ (Visiting, Adjunct, Lecturer.
etco} Responstbilitfes-benefits-etco
2) Status oi' Faculty/Student (Adm1n§stration

Committee (Stu:ient Handbook Notation}

Welfare Co11111ittee
Report to the Faculty Senate - August 28, 1979.
The welfare committee is involved with the following i ssues:
1. Salary survey
2. Fringe benefits
3. Retirement system - Death benefits to families
4. Graduation exercise - Awarding of honorary degrees
5. Sunmer school employment
6. Grievance procedure
7. Review of support for the Faculty Senate President
At the September meeting of the Senate we expect to present a proposal
for changes in the graduation ceremony and to invite discussion of proposals
for the awarding of honorary degrees. We also expect to introduce a resolu
tion on su111Tier school employment. The sal ary survey done by the business
office should be available for distribution and discussion.
We will be discussing with Mr . Hickman a fringe benefits study his
office will be doing. This will involve a review of benefits at the same
group of peer institutions as used for the salary study.
The committee has requested through the Senate president,a written
statement by the administration as to the appropriateness of the grievance
procedures in the faculty manua1 1 in light of the new state grievance pro
cedure.
The welfare committee will be meeting with Mr. John Gentry and Univer
sity representatives to the State Employees Association to discuss the state
retirement system, with specific discussion of our concerns relating to the
death of an employee while in service . The committee also expects to review with
the President of the University the present retirement system and to advise
him of our concerns.
The committee will also be reviewing with the President of the Faculty
Senate and past presidents, the need to provide additional support for this
office.

w

Submitted August 28 , 1979
Wi11 i am Baron, Chairman

Admissions

am

Scbol.arahip Committee

The coaittee did not meet this past month. HOWfl'er0 ve will aeet next
Tueaday, Sept•ber 4, at 3•30 P.M. in the Library Cl.aasl"OOII. On the agema

is a preliminary di.seussion of the present Admissions Poliey am the detendmti on
ot tlaie the CCllllllittee's priorities for this y•r. As our priniipal t.ask vill be
the dratting of proposals tor a D8V Acbdssions policy, we welcome--imeed, en
courage---anyone interested to attend oar meetings.

Respectrully subnitted,

Alan GJ'\lbb

Cbairan

August 28, 1979
FACULTY SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE REPORT
The research committee is continuing to work on the revision
of the copyright policy .
Ben W. Anderson, Assistant University Counsel, has agreed to the
Faculty Senate's request for legal assistance i n drafting a University ··
copyright policy . He will work with and will advise the research
committee on legal aspects of any proposed copyright policy.

Bill R. Smith , Chairman~

President ' s Report
August 28 , 1979

1.

A schedule of President Atchley ' s luncheon meetings with
members of the Faculty Senate (by college) is attached .
In addition , President Atchley will meet with faculty
on a departmental basis throughout the academic year .
The latter meetings are being arranged and coordinated by
Dean Hurst , and questions about them should be referred
to his office . Dean Hurst was instrumental in arranging
the luncheons for Faculty Senators with Dr. Atchley .

2.

Professor John N. Gowdy (Electrical and Computer Engineering)
has been elected to serve in the Senate as J . C. Hester ' s
replacement until August 14 , 1980. I know you join me in
welcoming John to the Senate .

3.

The Council of Academic Deans met August 13 , 1979 . The
fo l lowing actions taken or announced at that meeting are of
particular interest to the Faculty Senate .

4.

a.

The Faculty Senate was requested to draw up an admissions
policy and submit it to Dean Hurst . The Council agrees
with the Senate that the admissions process is in need of
review at this time.

b.

In order for a faculty member in the status of visiting
faculty to move to a tenure track position , he/she must
compete with a l l other applicants in order to stay within
equal opportunity requirements.

c.

The deans soon will begin to discuss alternatives to the
way faculty promotions are presently announced and recog
nized . It has been suggested by one member of the Council
that , instead of having the promotion letters mailed from
Dean Hurst to the faculty concerned , they be given to
the appropriate college dean who , in turn , would make a
ceremony of distributing the letters and making the
announcements of the promotions at the college faculty
meetings in August .
If you have suggestions , I will be
happy to pass them on to the Council , or you may wish to
speak with your dean about the matter .

Orientation for new faculty and staff was held August 16, 1979 .
The one- day session, organized and led by Dean Willis , was well
attended and well- received by our new colleagues. I want to thank
our vice-president , Stassen Thompson , Senators Hal Harris , Gordon
Gray , Don Ham , George Worm , Bob Rouse , Jim Schindler ana David
Snipes for their assistance with the session .
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5.

In a memorandum to the academic deans dated August 24 , 1979 ,
Dean Hurst has announced that those seeking to travel to
foreign countries (exclusive of Canada) will have their request
forwarded to the State Budget and Control Board , provided that
a good cause can be shown for such travel. A maximum of $750
may be authorized from state-appropriated funds for travel,
subsistence and othe r related costs . However , according to
the memorandum, "We must all keep in mind that travel allowances
up to $750, although justifiable in their own right, may affect
travel privileges of others in the department who could and
should attend meetings of a domestic nature. "

6.

At the direction of the Welfare Committee , I have sent
an inquiry to Dean Hurst concerning the extent to which--if
any- -provisions of the recently-promulgated , newly-amended
state and University grievance procedures conflict with or
supersede those separate grievance procedures set forth in
the Faculty Manual on pages 34- 39 . As you can see from my
letter to Dean Hurst , the Welfare Committee has requested a
written response to this inquiry.

7.

Copies of the five-year permanent improvements projections,
compiled by the Office of the Vice President for Development ,
have been distributed to members of the Senate Advisory Com
mittee . These are summaries only . You may wish to get a
copy from one of the cor.rrnittee members or from me for review.

8.

The Personnel Division has published the Emp loyee Handbook ,
Faculty Edition. Copies of this document also have been
distributed by me to members of the Advisory Committee and
are thus available for your review.
I would also welcome
your comments on this publication , so that I may pass them
along to the appropriate University officials .

9.

In response to several questions directed to me , I have
inquired of Dean Hurst and Admiral McDevitt about the progress
made in developing procedures or guidelines to govern early
retirement and retirement after age 65 . There are some dif
ferences of opinion about the need for any further policy
statements beyond the revised state retirement law (S . C. Code
§s9 - l - 1530~ l550) and the 1978 de cision of the s . c . Suprern-e~
Court in University o f South Carolina v . Batson , et al . We
will be discussing the matter further , and the Senate may be
called upon for some further assistance in addressing this
issue . I wil l keep you informed .

10 .

The Advisory Committee met August 25 , 1979 .
a.

The Committee directed that an appropriate tribute to
the late Dean Claud B. Green be prepared for presentation
to the Senate at our September 1979 meeting .
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b.

The Committee discussed developments subsequent to Dean
Hurst ' s memorandum of July 27 , 1979 on the matter of
verification of faculty credentials by means of official
transcripts . It was the Committee ' s understanding and
mine as well that only faculty employed by the University
after July 1 , 1980 would be required to furnish- - at their
own expense--official transcripts of all academic work
completed .
But , apparently , that is not true . Certain
college deans have continued the earlier transcript
requirement. At least one department has simply required
faculty to sign a waiver granting access by the department
to their transcripts , whereupon the department would next
write for and pay for the faculty member ' s transcripts .
Still other colleges and departments are requiring letters
of verification of degrees held from the faculty member ' s
university or college of record . Such variation in re
quirements by college are of concern to the Committee ,
and I have been asked to seek clarification from Dean
Hurst concerning our earlier understanding that all re
quirements that faculty employed prior to July 1 must
furnish official transcripts had been rescinded effective
July 27 , 1979 , the date of Dean Hurst's most recent memoran
dum on the subject .

c.

Committee members received copies of memoranda exchanged
between Senator Gray and me and relating to payment of
nine - month faculty on an optional twelve- month basis and
lump sum deduction in May of summer insurance premiums .
Copies are attached .
I invite your comments on them.

ll .

On August 22 , Dean Hurst summoned a meeting in his office
including Dr . Reel , Acting Dean of Undergraduate Studies ,
.Ms . Beulah Cheney , University Publications Editor , Dean Hurst
and me . The purpose of the ..meeting was to d i scuss ways in
which the internal University communications process could
be made more efficient and responsive to the University
community ' s needs . During the meeting , Ms. Cheney presented
a proposal which has been offered by the Department of
University Relations . We are to meet again in September to
discuss the matter again . In the meantime , Ms . Cheney has
agreed t o meet with the Senate Advisory Committee on August
30 , 1979 at 1 : 00 p . m. in 108 Strode Tower to describe this
proposal , answer questions and entertain other ideas on the
subject . Others interested in a t tending are invited to do
so. All suggestions would be welc omed . The Senate stands
to benefit considerabl y from any proposal which results in
our getting word of our activities more efficiently to
faculty , staff and others .

12 .

Vice President Thompson , Dean Hurst , I and others will visit
Hobcaw Barony October 22- 23 .

President ' s Report
August 28 , 1979
Page Four

13 .

The Board of Trustees will meet on campus September 6- 7.

Respectfully submitted ,

fo~
.

<.,.- H .

Attachments

VI .

SCHEDULE
PRESIDENT ' S LUNCHEONS WITll COLLEGE SENATORS

Tuesday_ , SeE_tember 4 , 1979
Saber Room - Clemson House

College of Ag Sciences

Monday , September 10 , 1979
Blue Room - Clemson House

College o f Sciences

P.
H.
J.
H.
D.

Friday , September 21 , 1979
Blue Room - Clemson House

College of Liberal Arts

H. w.
R. s .
E . M.
c. A.
R . B.

Friday , September 28 , 1979
Blue Room - Clemson House

College of Engineering

D.
J.
rv .
J.

Thursday, October 4, 1979
Blue Room - Clemson House

College of IM&TS

G. H. Worm
J . A . Kimbrell

Friday , October 12 , 1979
Blue Room - Clemson House

College of Education

w. E. West
G. w. Gray
L . H. Blanton

Tuesday , October 16 , 1979
Saber Room - Clemson House

College of For & Rec Res

G. E. Howard
D. L . Ham

College of Architecture

J . L . Young
H. w. rvebb

College of Nursing

M. A . Kelly
P . M. Kline

Library

M. A . Armistead

Tuesday , October 30 , 1979
Saber Room - Clemson llouse

NOTE :

A . R . Mazur
Turnipseed
B . R. Smith
c . s . Thompson
R . c . Bursey
J . w. Dick
v . L. Quisenberry
Ii . M. Harris

s . c.

R.

B. Burt
K. McDor,1ell
E. Schindler
F . Senter
s . Snipes
Fleming
Lambert
Coulter
Grubb
Rollin

D. Edie
J . Komo
Baron
N . Gowdy

vi. Rouse

All luncheons to be dutch treat , buffet line and have been scheduled from
12 noon - 1 : 30 p . m.

CLE~SON
UNIVERSITY-

FACULTY SENATE

August 27, 1979

Dr . Victor Hurst, Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of the University
209 Sikes Hall
Clemson University
Campus
Dear Dean Hurst:
I have been asked by the Welfare Committee of the Faculty
Senate to seek written clarification concerning the recently
revised state and University grievance procedures as these
relate to previously existing procedures specified on pages
34-39 of the Faculty Manual.
Specifically , we wish to know if the state and University
grievance procedures contravene or in any provision or part
supersede the procedures found in the Faculty Manual .
We would appreciate your responding to our question in
writing so that it may be made a part of our record on the
subject .
Thank you for your consideration and assistance .
Sincerely ,

Horace w. Fleming,
For the F a culty
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DEPARTMEN T OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

July 23, 1979

TO :

llorace Fleming

FRO~I :

Gordon Gray \..;,

SUBJECT :

Payment of Academic Faculty and Deductions for Insurance

\.;

Several of our faculty have expressed
topics . In the payment issue some faculty
pai<l on a twelve month basis and have been
The reason given was that it was a problem
office concerned .

·i

concerns about the above
members have asked to be
told this is not possible .
for th e administrative

The problem with the payment of insurance premiums arises from
objections to paying for the summer costs in one lump sum . Could
this not be deducted on a nine month basis?
Would you please investigate these problems and take whatever
action you think appropriate?
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July 26 , ]979

MC'mor..1nd11.1n

,/rt,~

'l'O :

Gordon Gray

FROM :

H. W. Flerninf:j/"

.. .
Rl,~-

Inquiry Concerning Paynent of Academic Faculty and Deductions for Insurance

I have made an inquiry v,i th Mr . Ron Herrin about the two matters you
raised in your July 23 memorandwn to me . I want to relate to you what he told' me ;
then you might address further questions to him .
1 . Because state appropriations-- including funds for payment of faculty-
are required to be expended on a fiscal year basis, payments of nine- month faculty
cannot be made after July 1 of each fiscal year . This means that any money deducted
during the year for sur.uner payment would have to be disbursed before that date .
In other words, there could be no further , equal portion checks drafted in July
or August which would have the effect sir:iply of carrying tne payroll on for a
full 26 installments , as in the case with staff on 12- month con-tracts . ( Of course ,
as you know , the latter ' s pay theoretically is changed at the beginning of every
fiscal year .) According to Mr . Herrin, the withholding of a portion of each paycheck
and its deposit in the Credit Union has several advantages over any other system
that the University·can devise under these circumstances :
>

a.

th e money is deposited in an interest-bearing ac count at 5.75
percent ; and

b.

it i s available whenever the faculty member wants it .

In the past , when the University was wi thholding for the surruner months , state
law did not a)Jow the money to be deposited by the University in any kind of
intercst-beari n0 account , consequently the fac ul t.y members , in 1,1r . Herrin ' s opini0n ,
lost on the deal . With deduction for deposit in the Credit Union , the University
labors under no such l eg;il restrictions .
As you m~y k11ow, i t costs one dollar to j o in the Credit Union , plus an additional
five dollars as on initial depos it.. TherC' a re no other chnrces involved .

(.t( ,.1• .f'ltJ ,, 'HllttCfl.lu1111J.r.:·· 6'1 , i1 • lf II Plf(HH f \l"l' I t.',f,;''1'.r

l·ic1:;0 ru.11d 11m to :
,1uly ;:6 , 1979

Gordon Gr:-1y

Pi,ce ':' ,:o

For tho,.c· who ,: i~h to thke th:i.~, r oute, you :;hciu)<l inform thern t ho.t Cred it Union
deduc ti on:; wou:! c1 lJe fb:ccl l,y the cmJJl0yec o.ncl would be deducted 16 t imes cl1trinG the
nine-mon th ncndc::1ic year : occc cac11 r:onth , ,-:ith the cxccpU om; of the
two months
when we 1·ecc :ivc three 1•:1ychccts because of the ,:(1y po.y dates fall .

2 . Mr . l!errin ar,rees that it would be possible to do what you propose in
in recard to deductions for in surance premiums for the suJruncr months . llut he points
out ccrt.'.!in prohlcr?',$ this ,:ou.ld invoJ.ve . To be[~).n "'ith , if thc::;e preniillns were dis
tribu"ved over the rer.ini ninc nine months of the academic year , it would amount to re
qujring faculty to pay in advan ce for protection that they do not yet nave . His feeline;
is tho.t no one should be 1·cqui red to pay before the benefit is actually rcccived .
Secondly , he points out a number of administrative problems which might arise as a
result of faculty leaving the University for other employment during the yeo.r or
at the end of the acade.r.ic year-- necessitating refunds and the possibility of errors
and delay in the process .
I hope this explanation is satisfactory for the moment . My own feeling is that
the present system of Cred jt Union deduction for purposes of equalizing pay over 12
months is a good one and probably the best that can be devised under the circumstances .
I think it would be good to c ome up .,ith an alternative to the lump sum deduction
of sum!ner insurance premiur.is , but I agree with M.r . Herrin that there is something
odious about p~yinent in advance of these premiums over the earlier nine- month period .
If you have proposals on either item , I would appreciate seeing them .
need other information or assistance from me , please let me kno'\'< .
XC :

Ron Herrin

If you
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
September 18, 1979
1.

Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Fleming at 3:33 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for August 28, 1979 were approved as written.
The rules were suspended for two brief presentations:
1) Dr. Richard J. Calhoun, Alumni Professor of English, read a tribute
to the late Dean Claud B. Green. The Senate unanimously accepted it
and voted to send a copy to Dean Green's family. (See Attachment A).
2)

3.

Senator Thompson rose to pay tribute to Senators West, Gray and Ham
for their help in preparing for the August barbeque. Special recog
nition was given to Dr. Steve Lytle for his efforts, and a gift was
presented to him by President Fleming.

Committee Reports
A)

Admissions and Scholarship:
Admissions and Scholarship Committee Report
The Committee met on September 4 at 3:30 p.m. in 411 Strode
Tower. We decided to restrict our agenda this year to three areas:
(1) the draft of proposals for a new Admissions policy, (2) a study
of the advising system, including the suggestion of a Tenth College
or College of General Studies with a core curriculum for first-year
students, (3) the problem of grade inflation. We agreed that our
highest priority is the Admissions problem. We had a lengthy, pre
liminary discussion of the Admissions policy and, although we do not
wish to be more specific at this point, agreed that it needs to be re
written. The present policy, as stated in the University Bulletin and
the Student Handbook, is outdated and not very clearly stated and does
not, it appears, reflect the actual admissions procedures. We will
set a date at our next meeting for a draft of our admissions proposals;
tentatively, however, we hope to present the Senate with a final draft
in January. Dean Vickery and Mr. Mattox will appear at our next meeting
on October 2 to give us the administrative angle on Admissions. We are
aiming at a realistic document: one which takes into consideration present
needs and future projections, genuine academic considerations, Clemson's
high standards and responsibility as a State institution; one that is also
workable administratively. We welcome any ideas individual Faculty
Senators may have concerning Admissions needs, either in writing or at
our meetings.
We will introduce under New Business a joint-resolution with the
Student Senate for t he creation of an ad hoc committee to study the
present advising system and make recommendations for its improvement
and to examine the advisability of a Tenth College concept at Clemson.
This committee will be chaired by Jim Kimbell; its members will consist
of two students representing the Student Senate, Roger Rollin, Jim Hite,
and Corrine Sawyer. It is expected that the committee will present
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separate reports on each item and that the report on the advising
situation will take precedence over the other, as it is a more
pressing problem and does not involve curriculum or administrative
changes within the University.
Finally, as a matter of information, the Undergraduate Council
recently passed a resolution that shortens the class withdrawal
period from ten weeks to six weeks. This represents a compromise
between the Faculty Senate's position of four weeks and that of
eight weeks favored by many members of last year ' s Undergraduate
Council. This compromise was reached in discussions between the
Admissions and Scholarship Committee and the Undergraduate Council
last February. Dean Reel has asked us to prepare in writing an ex
planation of the motives behind our resolution requesting a shorter
drop period . This will be submitted to the Council of Deans, which
will decide on the matter in November. Dan Edie, who introduced the
original resolution, has agreed to do this.
The next meeting of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee will
be on October 2 at 3:30 p.m. in 411 Strode Tower. It is imperative
that all members attend since we will begin work on the Admissions
policy.
Respectfully submitted,

Alan Grubb, Chairman
B)

Policy:
September 18, 1979
Memorandum
To:

Faculty Senate

From:

Policy Committee
W. E. West, Chairman

Subject:

Policy Committee Report

1.

The Faculty Senate Policy Committee met on Tuesday, September 4,
1979 at 3:00 p.m. The following Senators were present: H. W. Webb,
G, H. Worm, R. B. Rollin, M.A. Armistead, P. S. Snipes, and W. E.
West.

2.

The committee reviewed the forms that Dean Hurst had accepted for
the 1979-80 Faculty Evaluation process. The printed forms are
scheduled for use in late September and early October of this year.

3.

The policy committee discussed the current status of the Faculty
Constitution. The chairman was directed to discuss with the Senate
President the need for a balance of faculty and administrators on
the proposed committee, and that the committee have a written
charge that would guide the committee's consideration of the pro
posed constitution.

4.

The committee is beginning inquiry into two areas of concern:
a.

Curr ent policy/evolving policy dealing with the appointment
of Adjunct Professors/Associate Professors

qa
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b.
5.

fJ

·current policy dealing with tenurable positions and the
evolving needs of the University

The Policy Committee will meet on September 26, 1979 at 3:30
p .m. in the Reading Room of Freeman Hall.
Senator Rollin asked whether the latest Committee on the Faculty
Constitution had been formed. Senator West had no word as yet,
but assured the Senate that President Atchley did desire that the
Policy Committee come up with a structure for such a committee in
the near future.

4.

C)

Research:

No report.

D)

Welfare: Senator Baron announced his intention to present a pro
posal on a new Commencement format under New Business. He reported
that the salary survey was now completed and had been distributed to
members of the Advisory Committee. In view of the fact that there
is some confusion over the data displayed therein, the Welfare
Committee will study the survey some more. Senator Baron also indi
cated that the issue of the Summer School's place in the University's
program will be studied in the near future. The Committee will meet
with Mr. Gentry on Tuesday, September 25th to discuss the University
Retirement Policy. The Committee is also concerned about funding
the President of the Faculty Senate during the summer months. Finally,
it was noted that the Welfare Committee will study the rights and
privileges of Emeritus faculty.

E)

Ad Hoc Committees:

F)

University Councils and Committees: Senator Baron reported on the
September 7, 1979 meeting of the Undergraduate Council in three
particulars: (1) The student drop period was approved at six weeks
before the end of the semester (a compromise with the eight-week
suggestion of the Faculty Senate); (2) the Faculty Senate Resolution
FS-79-3-4 (see Attachment B) will be studied at the next meeting; and
(3) the Student Senate Teacher Evaluation Proposal, R-78-79-52 (see
Attachment C) was tabled. Senator Baron expressed concern over the
poor construction of the student proposal and suggested that the
Faculty Senate should get a student-teacher evaluation proposal of
its own fairly soon. Senator Howard felt that we could afford to
wait because there is too much new material for department heads to
handle already. Baron reiterated that his concern was to get a faculty
approved proposal before the Undergraduate Council lest we be pre-empted. ~~~

No report.

President's Report:
1. President Atchley has completely and unequivocally rescinded the re
quirement that faculty employed by Clemson University before July 1,
1979 furnish transcripts verifying the degrees which they hold. Other
documentary evidence of degrees will suffice. Faculty who joined or
will join Clemson University after July 1, 1979 will be required to
provide transcripts of all work completed and degrees awarded.
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2.

President Atchley is constituting a committee to recommend to him
a successor to Dean Hurst, who will retire July 1, 1980. The
committee will consist of the Dean of Agricultural Sciences, the
Dean of Engineering and members of the Faculty Senate. President
Atchley would like to have one undergraduate and one graduate
student to serve with the committee. We have been asked to pro
vide Dr. Atchley with either three or five members of the Senate
to serve on the committee. We will take up this matter under New
Business. The committee, once appointed and assembled, will elect
their own chairperson and will be assisted as necessary throughout
the search and selection processes by staff in the President's
Office.

3.

The inauguration of President Atchley has been set for April 18,
1980. An inaugural committee has been appointed to plan for the
event . Vice President Stassen Thompson will serve on the committee,
along with Acting Dean of Undergraduate Studies J. V. Reel (chairman),
Dean Hurst, the University Marshal, President of the Student Body,
President of the Graduate Students' Association, a member of the
Board of Trustees and the President of the Alumni National Council.

4.

Senator Coulter and I--with Dean Hurst, Drs. Godley and O'Dell-
visited the Sandhill and Pee Dee Experiment Stations, September
4-5. Senator Coulter will present our report during the meeting .

5.

The August Senate meeting and barbeque were tremendous successes.
President Atchley and Dean Hurst have asked me to convey their
thanks to the Senate for the hospitality and opportunity to spend
the time with us. I want to thank those who worked so hard to
bring off the barbeque: Stassen Thompson, Bill West, Don Ham, and
Gordon Gray. Special thanks are due Steve Lytle for volunteering
his expertise in chicken basting.

6.

On several occasions during the past month, Dean Hurst, Dr. Reel,
Ms. Beulah Cheney (University Publications Editor) and I have met
to discuss ways in which University communications can be facili
tated, especially internal communications . The result of our dis
cussions is a proposal which has been present ed to Dean Hurst and
the Council of Academic Deans, a summary of which is appended here.
I believe that the proposals will serve the Senate especially well
in our effort to communicate efficiently with faculty, making it
possible to inform our colleagues within a matter of two days or
less about matters covered at each meeting. I will have more to
say about the direction of our thinking during the meeting.

7.

I have met twice thus far with the President's Cabinet. I have been
very pleased with the opportunity I have been given to contribute
on behalf of the faculty to on-going discussions at that level.

8.

At the September 17, 1979 meeting of the Council of Academic Deans,
Acting Dean J. V. Reel proposed that classes be suspended during
the hours of the inauguration ceremony on Friday, April 18, 1980.
Following the Council's approval of the class suspension, Dr. Reel
requested that I bring the matter before the Faculty Senate for the
Senate's opinion, which I will do under New Business.
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9.

~ }-

Because of Hurricane David, our earlier trip to the Experiment
Stations was cut short. We were unable to visit the Edisto and
Coastal Stations. Subsequent efforts to reschedule these visits
during the current semester have met with little success; a number
of conflicts have arisen. Therefore, we will visit the Edisto
and Coastal Stations early next semester.

10.

Dean Hurst is in the process of arranging a series of juncheon
meetings between President Atchley and department heads. These
will be set up on a college-wide basis--i.e., all the heads in
Forest and Recreation Resources, followed by all the heads in
Sciences, etc., with the meetings held in reverse order of size
(from the smallest college to the largest).

11.

A committee has been established by President Atchley to study the
Clemson House/Highway 93 crosswalk problem. J. L. Strom, Director
of Planning and Corporate Relations, Office of Development, will
chair the committee. During the summer, additional improvements
were made to the crosswalk, but additional studies and actions may
be necessary to alleviate existing safety problems. Please contact
Dr. Strom if you have comments.

12.

The Advisory Committee met Thursday, September 13, 1979:
a.

The Committee received copies of the faculty salary survey com
piled by the Office of Budgets and Systems. (Additional copies
will be made available by Dean Hurst's Office to all departments
so that interested faculty members can see the results; the
costs of printing the document have dictated such limited dis
tribution of it for the present.) I urge you and all our
colleagues to examine the report closely. If you find errors,
problems with the format, etc., or have suggestions for im
provement of the methodology, please send me a memorandum. After
collecting your comments, I will compile them in a subsequent
memorandum for Mr. Hickman and his staff for their consideration
prior to next year's replication of the survey.

b.

The Committee discussed the search/selection committee to be
established by President Atchley for Dean of the University. The
Committee directed me to seek more details from President Atchley
about the membership of the search committee, which I have now
done.

c.

The Committee again directed me to discuss with President Atchley
the continuing confusion over the transcript requirement. The re
sult of my meeting with President Atchley is summarized in item
1, above.

d.

The Committee set a time and place for hearing of an appeal brought
under Regulations, Sections 8 and 9 of the Faculty Manual (pp 37-38)
by a faculty member who has been dismissed from employment by the
University.

e.

The Committee decided to invite Mr. Bob Fuzy, President of the
Student Body, and Mr. Jeff Anderson, President of the Student Senate,
to address the Faculty Senate at our October 16, 1979 meeting. (Messrs.
Fuzy and Anderson since have accepted our invitation.)

6
- -

13.

The Faculty Senate will be featured in the next issue of
The Clemson World.
Respectfully submitted,

H. W. Fleming
With regard to item 6, President Fleming noted that the Faculty
Senate Minutes will no longer be printed in the Newsletter, but
they will be bound and kept in departmental offices. (Senators
will still receive draft copies for approval). Instead, periodic
and up-to-date alert bulletins will be issued to each department
and agency summarizing Faculty Senate activities, resolutions,
and opinions, along with other items of information from the ad
ministration. This system could be in place by November. Senator
Rollin asked why the bulletins couldn't be sent to each faculty
member instead of simply to the departments. President Fleming
suggested that the matter be considered under New Business.
5.

Old Business: Reports on Faculty Senate Committee counterparts with
with administrators will be published in the Minutes as they become
available.

6.

New Business: Senator Baron submitted FS-79-9-2 for consideration.
Several minor friendly amendments were accepted. The resolution
was moved and seconded.
FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
FS-79-9-2, September 18, 1979
Commencement exercises should be a high point in the student's
career at Clemson, not merely the last point. They should also re
call to all present the purpose for which the University exists.
To achieve those ends, the Commencement program should continue
to center on the graduates so as to demonstrate to them, their fam
ilies, and all interested observers the importance of Clemson's
mission to educate students. Of equal importance, the ceremonies,
by reflecting the best traditions of higher education in America,
should demonstrate to students, alumni and friends the University 's
mission to increase knowledge and to disseminate it for the better
ment of humanity.
These aims are best achieved by dignified ceremonies that honor
the achievements of the graduates and remind the audience of the con
tinuing role of the University in the life of the state and nation.
To accomplish these aims the Faculty Senate recommends the adop
tion of the following two-part graduation ceremony:
University Ceremony:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Processional - President's party, faculty, students
Invocation
President's remarks
Distinguished Speaker

11
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Conferring of Degrees by College Deans
Awarding of Honorary Degrees
Special Awards
Benediction
Recessional - President's party , faculty

College Ceremony:
The graduates, faculty and dean of each college will recon
vene for individual college ceremonies at which diplomas will
be i ndividually awar ded. Each college will organize its own
program for awarding diplomas and recognizing its graduates.
We recommend that the Spring Commencement be recognized as the prin
cipal graduation ceremony with appropriate emphasis given to this ceremony.
However, we believe that if we are to continue to have December and August
graduation exercises that these exercises must be similarly organized to
provide a dignified occasion befitting the recognition we are according
our graduates.
To provide appropriate balance and recognition for each of the commence
ment exercises, we recommend the following:
1.

There will be faculty participation at each of the commence
ment exercises. A faculty member will attend one of the
three graduation exercises every other year. Of the faculty
participating in a given year, 80% will attend the May grad
uation with the remaining 20% equally divided between the
December and August graduation ceremonies.

2.

A member of the Board of Trustees should be invited to
represent the Board at each commencement exercise.

3.

An honorary degree or degrees will be awarded only at the
May graduation subject to a policy to be established.

4.

An invited commencement speaker will address the graduates
at each gr aduation ceremony.

For the May graduation exercise a person from outside the University
community shall be invited to give the commencement address. At the August
graduation the President of the Faculty Senate shall deliver the commencement
address. At the December graduation exercise the commencement address shall
be given by the faculty member previously recognized as the outstanding teacher
of the year.
We believe that the proposed graduation ceremonies will meet the objective
previously cited. However, it must be understood that the expected dignity of
the occasion can only be achieved if each and every participant conducts him
self or herself in a manner befitting the occasion.
A general debate ensued during which the following points were made:
1)

The proceedings would begin in Jervey, but adequate facilities
for separate coll ege ceremonies are available.

2)

Student input is not central to the issue because currently
enrolled students have not yet suffered the vicissitudes of
the more recent barbarities, and do not share the concerns
of faculty members. Nevertheless, Senator Lambert has con
sulted with some student leaders, as President Atchley has
proposed, and they indicated general support for the proposal.
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3)

There is some ambiquity as to which faculty will be required
to attend what ceremonies, and who will enforce this. Further
clarification is needed.

A motion to table was made by Senator Quisenberry and it was passed .
Senator Baron next sought the sense of the Senate concerning two pro
posals on Honorary Degrees: A - Grant one degree to the distinguished
commencement speaker; or B - Grant one degree to the distinguished commence
ment speaker and multiple degrees to others who have served humanity. After
several conflicting views were expressed and previous arcane policies of
the University were described, it became apparent that there was no sense
of the Senate as yet, and the proposal needed further clarification.
Senator Grubb submitted Resolution FS-79-9-1 and moved its adoption:
Resolution FS-79- 9-1 (Original Version)
Whereas ther e is general agreement and common concern among
students and faculty that the advising procedures presently
used by many colleges and departments are inadequate and do
not meet the needs of the students,
Whereas there are also additional difficulties imposed on
students in having to declare early and immediately a
major,
Be it resolved that a joint ad-hoc committee be established
by the Student Senate and Faculty Senate to (1) study the
present advising system and make recommendations for its
improvement, (2) examine the feasibility and advisability
of a College of General Studies or Tenth CollP.ge concept,
(3) submit separate reports, the first on advising no later
that the October meeting of the Faculty Senate, the second
on the Tenth College concept at a later date.
He made the following observations: 1) There is already a move afoot
by the Administration to change the advisement system; 2) The Admissions
and Scholarship Committee has already consulted with the student leader
ship on this resolution; and 3) Since the Council of Deans will get the
issue in November, we should move on it expeditiously.
President Fleming cautioned the Senate on being too easily pressured
by University deadlines. Senator Baron then moved to separate the issues
of advisement and the College of General Studies, raising questions about
the need for the latter . After a general debate, the question was called.
A majority approved the amendment to FS-79-9-1 as follows:
Resolution FS-79-9-1 (Amended Version)
Whereas there is general agreement and common concern among
students and faculty that the advising procedures presently
used by many colleges and departments are inadequate and do
not meet the needs of the students,
Whereas there are also additional difficulties imposed on
students in having to declare early and immediately a major,
Be it resolved that a joint ad-hoc committee be established by
the Student Senate and Faculty Senate to 1) study the present
advising system and make recommendations for its improvement,
and 2) submit a report on advising no later than the October
meeting of the Faculty Senate.

€h
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The resolution was called and approved unanimously. The remainder of
the resolution (pertaining to the Coll ege of General Studies) now became
FS-79-9-3. After a spirited debate, it was defeated.
Senator Baron then proposed the creation of an ad hoc committee to
review and prepare guidelines for all University teacher evaluations. Con
cern was expressed over the lack of uniformity between departments as to
what was being evaluated. Other Senators preferred the inconsistancy
feeling that more bureaucratic strait jackets were not desirable. The
question was call ed and the proposal was defeated.
Senator Baron then proposed that the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee undertake to study the current practices concerning freshmen
registration which he feels is poorly handled, resulting in the ware
housing of unwilling freshmen into "free-elective" courses which they
know not of. The Committee agreed to study the issue.
President Fleming convened the Connnittee of the whole for the pur
pose of debating a salutary letter to Mr. W. Harry Durham and Mr. W.
Kelly Durham. (See Attachment D) . After due consideration, the Senate
was called back into session and approved the letter unanimously. It
will be sent by the President.
President Fleming next addressed Item 8 of the President's Report
with regard to Dr. Reel ' s proposal to suspend classes during President
Atchley's inauguration. A motion to endorse the proposal was made,
seconded and passed unanimously.
President Fleming then explained Item 2 of the President's Report,
noting that the Senate could provide five members to the Selection
Committee for a new academic Vice President by several methods. Senator
Snipes moved that the Senate elect from its membership five members
from colleges other than Agriculture or Engineering. After brief
discussion, the motion was approved.
Senator Snipes then moved that one graduate student and one under
graduate student be added to the cOIIllllittee as non-voting members. The
motion was seconded. Senator Baron proposed an amendment to the motion
which would allow the students to vote. Debate then centered around
two points: 1) Are student votes harmful or constructive; and 2) would
the addition of students on the committee be in violation of the Faculty
Manual. Discomforted by the wide disparity of views and supplemental
issues generated by his motion, Senator Snipes withdrew his original
motion which made Senator Baron's amendment moot.
Undeterred by the preceding events, Senator Baron moved that the
Selection Committee have one graduate and one undergraduate student as
voting members. After further debate on the issues previously raised,
the motion was defeated.
President Fleming then presided over the election of the five faculty
Senators to the Selection Committee, noting that no one college should
have more than one member on the Committee and that nominations should be
made from the floor. Those elected were:
Dr. Horace Fleming (Liberal Arts)
Dr. Bill West (Education)
Ms. M.A. Kelly (Nursing)
Dr. George Worm (IM & TS)
Professor Joe Young (Architecture)

-10-

Senator Rollin requested that President Fleming work toward a mass
distribution of the proposed Alert Bulletin . After some discussion of
the point, President Fleming agreed to pursue the idea with the people
concerned.
Senator Coulter presented a report of the recent inspection tour of
the Clemson Experiment Stations (See Attachment E) calling attention to
concerns expressed by teaching and research staff at the stations.
The meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Edwin M. Coulter,
Secretary
EMC/lm
Enclosures
Members Absent:
Agricultural Sciences:

A. R. Mazur
S. G. Turnipseed

Forest & Recreation Resources:

D. L. Ham

Industrial Management & Textile Science:
Nursing:
Sciences:

G. H. Worm (Substitute present - T. W.
Zimmerer)

M.A. Kelly (Substitute present - Ms. Lynn Hall)
H.F. Senter

A Tribute to Dean C. B . Green
Faculty Senate, September 18 , 1979
As I am sure all of you are aware Claud Bethune Green, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies at Clemson University, died on June 24,
1979, while recuperating from heart surgery .

Dean Claud Green

lived nearly all of his life in or near Clemson .

He was born in

Clayton, Georgia, on October 23, 1914 , and maintained a home
there,where on those rare occasions when he was able to escape
his duties at Clemson, he was a gracious host to many of his
Clemson friends .

I am told that a local paper there once refer-

red to him as " the educated mountaineer . "

I can testify that

his many friends thought of him as a Southern gentleman in the
best denotations and connotations of that term.

He attended the

University of Georgia and received there his B . A. and his M. A.
in English.

He earned his Ph . D. from Duke University in American

literature under a great scholar in that field, Jay B. Hubbell .
Claud Green listed his scholarly specialties as Southern American
literature , and American literature of the 19th Century .

He was

a superb teacher, and his Southern literature course here at
Clemson was one of the most popular literature courses taught at
Clemson Univer sity.

His former students always spoke of him, as

all of us hope our students will speak of us, with respect , with
fondness, and with gratitude for having been taught something
humanly important .

He was also a very good literary critic and

meticulous scholar , a publishing teacher at Clemson even when
few in Liberal Arts were expected to publish .
of John Trotwood Moore :

He is the author

A Tennessee Man of Letters , published by

2

the University of Georgia Press in 1957 , and of many articles in
the fields of Southern and American literature.
critical intelligence and a graceful style .

He had a fine

Nothing that Claud

Green wrote was dull , a claim that few of us could make .
always professional :

He was

a well respected and active member of learned

societies and professional organizations in his scholarly special
ties .

He was the first Clemson professor among recent faculty to

read a paper at the Modern Language Association , served as an
officer in all his specialty groups at the South Atlantic Modern
Language Association , and as President of the Southeastern American
Studies Association , and he was a charter member of the Society for
the Study of Southern Li terature .

He was appointed Senior Fulbright

Hays Lecturer in American literature at the Universities of Sydney
and Adelaide , Australia , during 1956 .

Claud Green had the kind of

professional visibility that brought credit to Clemson University .
I remember well my major professor saying nineteen years ago when
I was offered a job at Clemson , "It must be all right if Claud
Green teaches there . "
Claud Green served Clemson long and well from 1940- 1979 , both as
a teacher and an administrator.

He rose in ranks from Instructor

to Professor of English from 1940 to 1953 .

He served as Director

of Summer Sessions at Clemson from 1962- 68, as Assistant Dean of
the University from 1968 - 70 , and Dean of Undergraduate Studies
since 1970 .·
He was graceful in his writing style and i n his life style ,
courteous , kind, compassionate , graced by a sense of humor .

All

01
3
of us who knew him will miss him .

All of us who teach at Clemson

University are in his debt .
Richard J . Calhoun
Alumni Professor of English

FS-79-3-4
WHEP-EAS, t he original r easons fo r institution of the policies
allowing r eexaminat ions for deficient grade point ratio and for an
F received the last semester of the senior year no longer exists .
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the practice of reexamination for
an F received the last semester of the senior year and reexamination
for deficient gr ade poin t ratio (as described in paragraphs 4 through
7 of page 48 of Clemson University Announcement s 19 78/1979) be
abolished .
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UNI:VET-.(.GZ-.l'Y

RfSOLUTION NO . R-78-79-52
1973- 19/9 Clemson Unive_r_s~i-t_y....,..!::>tudl.!nt Senate

D·1tc Sul·'li lled
1/79/lo
D 1Le /\rp:-cvec:___ 7tvl~: - - -· - --

TEA<:HLR EV/\LUJ\TIOtlS
\./HERE/\S , m:1ch emphasis is put or, ;irt1C'i'S here at Cl e'·1<,u1~ , ,H olh~r uni v.:rs i ti.:.·:;, and
i~ :he sej rch for employment, and
WHEREAS ,

teaching techniques ilnd grading ~ystens differ fr om prof .ss0r to profLssor,

ar.d

BE I T RESOLVED by the Clemson Univer si ty St ui~nt Senate in r~yular Sfc, ~ ion
assemb l ed the following :
I.

11.

That a uniform teacher evc'lluation by the suudf!nts be required by every prcr
fessor each semester .
Tli.1t ti'H~s1; evc:i l 11at i ons be r'.:>,<luctcc1 in crich cl<1~sr00:11 ..i id th.:1 1_ t!
pr0:c·;o;,.,·
b..: rC'qu i re<l Lo leave t h~ roo·1 du:-ing the cvalt•ation .:incl appoint o,·. stud~al
t() turn thP'»C.' cvdluat i ons iri to the lv!ud of tt,,_, clepc1rtr.1s'nl i 1:1..1.~d1.1.cly
t :1.! C\'dunt i on is c.::>mpletcJ .

ar~.~.

111 .

1\/ .

Thnt these ev.iluations incl ude s0mc roo 1 for n<ldi tion,l
That D.:.,>.:irtm.·nt Hr..:,1cls r1vi..:.,., th0se l:Vi.iluation!.

,'ru

C<> n·.:n ic.;t ~ ;•, •.!ri :ten ~01r:

a surm-iry of c;tudent cv,,lt:.,tlons.

Co:-e-is to:

Or . R. C. Edwards
D~~n Walter 1. Cox
c~~, Geor;c E. Coakley
C.ean S1.15cir1 G. De lo1·y

The Ti~c.;r

\!SOF-Dc" K. N. Vickery
Deem Cl.:i~1J C:1eell
Dean Vict o: !-lur":> l
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CLE~SON
UNIVERSITY

FACULTY SENATE

September 18 , 1979

Mr . W. Harry Durham
Mr . W. Kelly Durham
University Communications Center
Clemson University
Clemson , S . C. 29631
Dear Messrs . Durham :
The Faculty Senate notes with great pleasure the
special citation you have received from the Council for
the Advancement and Support of Education for your slide/tape
production , "The Years Ahead ."
This award represents significant personal achieve
ment . It also reflects a great credit upon Clemson University
and the programs at Clemson which you continue to represent
in a superior manner .
We congratulate you upon th i s singular honor .
Sincerely ,

Horace ~ Fleming , Jr ., President
For the Faculty Senate

HWFJr : ak

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/ 656-2456
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Summary oi t', lnspection Tour of
Clemson Experiment Stations
Septeml> r 4,s, 1979

Visitors:

Dean Victor Hurst
Dean Cecil Godley
Dr. Wayne• Odell
Dr. Horac~ Fleming
Dr. Edwin Coulter

Places VJsited:

San~ ill~ Sta~ion near C~lumbia;
Pee Oee Station near Flor~nce;
Hurricane David

~

I.

Sand Rillf : The visiting group met with Dr. Carl E. Boyd,
director of the Liveatock-Poultry Health Division at
10:30 a.m. on September 4. They were briefed on the work,
organization and budget of the Division. No major problems
were apparent. A tour of the facility followed.
The group next had lunch with Dr. Boyd and the extension
and research staff of the Experimental Station. Following
lunch, the administrators left, and Or. Fleming and
Dr. Coulter interviewed the staff. Copies of the Faculty
Senate minutes for May, June and. July were distributed
along with the new Employees' Handbook. The staff was
briefed on the increased effort to make the Faculty Senate
more representative, on President Atchley's current efforts
toward improvements of salaries and benefits, on the current
(confused) situation witq regard to grievance procedures, on
the evolution of the faculty evaluation forms, on the status
of the faculty constitution, and on the current effort to
redefine admission standards. Particular stress was placed
on improving communications between the Faculty Senate and
the extension staff. It was resolved that copies of the
Senate minutes would henceforth be made available to
Dr. Jimmy K. Golden, superintendent of the station, for
distribution to the staff.
A general discussion with the staff developed the following
points and observations:
--the station needs to expand its extension activities so
that it becomes more than simply an "agricultural station.•
Future growth along these lines demands more personnel
and new programs relating to "continuing education" for
agriculturalists in the state. Short courses in diverse
locations should be encouraged.

Sumtary of Inspect.ion Tour
Page Two
--In order to ovolve A f:~ll research program, the station
nee4a additional staff i n plant sciences, plant pathol
ogists, entomol,_, istu and soil scientists. The staff
lacks an interdiHciplinary infrastructure.
--New vacancies occurring in the College of Agricultural
Sciences, involving 3kills relevant to Extension Stations,
should be dir~cted to.the Stations.
--station efforts in peach and pecan growing should be
better advertized.
--There is a constant problem in communicating with Depart
ment Heads who are located at Clemson and who tend to
dilute the authority of supervisors and other decision
makers on station, especially with regard to their desire
to coordinate research policy, supply and equipment
priorities and purchasing. The problem is most severe
when there are joint research and extension equipment
proposals. These often break down because of divided
lines of communication. In connection with thi•, the
higher levels of administration are also too fragmented,
especially when the station employee is unsure of the
specific responsibilities of the Extension Directors,
Graduate Deans, and College Deans.
--There is a need for an itinera·t e computer programmer so
aa to increaae the utility of terminals available to
research staff.
--The staff would like to see someone at Clemson establish
liaison with atate agency people in order to spot funding
programs relevant to extension and reaearch activities.
We spend too much time relating to the legialature and
not enough to the executive agencies.
--A complaint was registered with regard to the inability
of extension workers• children to compete for awards in
4-B Club activities. The request was made to change
the South Carolina rules as interpreted by Admiral McOevitt,
which have created this discrimination.
--A •wrap-upw session with administrators followed during
which time several of the issues discussed above were
explored further. The visiting team left at 4:30 p.m.
after a tour ot the facility.
II .

Pee Dee Station: At 8,15 a.m., September 5 the visiting
group met brielly with the South Carolina Experiment Sta
tion Research Staff and the Clemson Cooperative Extension
Service Staff. After. the administrators r e tired,

Summr,.ry of Inspectio:1 Tour

Page Three
Ors . Fleming and Coulter gave~ simi lar briefing to the
one given the previous day at Sand H5.lls . Minutes of the
Senate and the Employees' Handbook we re also distributed.
It was resolved that C'll'r ent copier' of the Senate minutes

would be sent to Ors •. Pi t ner and Albr Pcht for further
distribution at the StatJ on.. The dis,:-ussion with staff ·
personnel covered the fo l lowi ng poi nts:
--It is too difficult to f ollow-up Blue Cross claims by
consulting long distance with Mr. Herron's office. ·
Some intermediate line of communications needs to be
established. Some pers on on campus needs t c play an
advocacy role here .
--some study of the possibility o f ·an HMO (Health Main
tenance Organization) Prog~ari, might be undertaken by
the Welfare Committee if Blue Cro•a benefits continue
to deteriorate.
--Under the present state purchasing system, the station
is losing money, suffering time delays and getting
inferior products. Tbis needs to be studied .
--Library facilities axe extremely weak and a computer
terminal, together with an iti nerate programmer is
needed. In addition, graduate students should be made
available for short-tt'rm, on-c41D1pus reference research
for extension faculty v

--Tuition reductions at Clemson for dependents of extension
employees should b~ ma!e available. (FAT CHANCB!)
--Green staff parking s t ickers should be made available to
extension Station employees so they can hunt for non
existent parking place;s with the rest of. ua when they
are on campus .
--current per-diem rule~ (which reduce the amount of money
payable for lunches) liscriminate agains t Extension
employees whose main ~ff-station meal ie lunch, due to
their work schedules .
--Dental health benef.1.ts should be included in any expanded
fringe benefits pacJ;age.
--Clemson should i::on/!ider establishing contj nuing education
centers off-c;..mpun as well aa on-campus. This would make
the Univerai -Y bet:er known and meet public service needs .
--Football ~iekets for special games should be given to
faculty A3mbers on a first priority baais.

Surru;\ary of lnspectio~ '!'our

Page Fonr
Afte r the all-party wr ap-up a~t.sion , the vi s iting party
t our e d the new site now under construction, noting espe cially
the work being done on t obacco, cott on, soybeans and corn.

III.

Charleston and Edisto I s l 1nd : Becaus e o f the vicissitudes
of Hurricane David, which the visiting party endured at
Florence, the t:,.rip southward to Charleston and Edisto
Island was postponed until a more salubrious time. The
party returned to Clemson a ~ 5: 00 p . m., September 5.

Edwin~- Coulter
Secretary of the Faculty Senate

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
October 16, 1979

1.

Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Fleming at 3:30 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes :or September 18 , 1979 were approved as written .

3.

Introduction of Special Guest
~resident Fleming introduced Mr . Jeffrey M. Anderson, President of the
Student Senate , who made a brief presentation to the Senate. He indi
cated that both Senates share the same basic goals although our respective
views may differ at times . He expressed a desire for closer communication
and cooperation in the future . He briefly discussed the Student Senate's
work on the following issues :
A.

The establishment of an inter-Senate Working Co!!l!Tlittee

B.

Student representation on the Committee to select a new
Academic Vice-President

C.

The student advisory system

D.

The " Tenth-College 11 concept

E.

Football bowl tickets

F.

The textbook situation at Clemson

G.
H.

The drop- date issue and
Commencemenr exercises

Mr . Anderson expressed optimism about the coming year, the quality of
Student Senators, and the prospects for inter-Senate cooperation .
There was a brief discussion between Mr. Anderson and members of the
Faculty Senate of the proper role of students on academic selection
committees .
Senator Rollin suggested that since the Faculty Senate had demonstrated
little enthusiasm for the " Tenth-College" concept , t he Student Senate
might study the issue ~nd com.~unicate its findings to the Faculty Senate.
Senator Snipes demurred, characterizing such a concept as a 11virilant
bacteria" capable of growing into monstrous proportions.
4.

Committee Reports
(A)

Admissions and Scholarship Committee :
The Admissions and Scholorship Com.~ittee held its nonthly meeting
on October 9. The entire meeting was devoted to the admissions
question. Dean Vickery and 11r . Mattox , Director of Admissions ,
appeared to discuss the complexities of the admissions process .
From this discussion , the following information emerged:

-2The freshman class consists of 2550 students. There are 1700 dormi
tory spaces available, for which 3100 dormitory applications were
taken by October when the dormitories were declared filled (there
were 4,000 applications for dormitory rooms by January) . Of these
3100, one out of four were eventually turned down . Dean Vickery
pointed out that while there was a great demand for the 1700 places ,
there was not as much demand for the other 850 places, although the
standards are identical. (It took, for example, 2300 applications
to get 850 students.)
The question was raised whether the present system confuses housing
with admissions . Dean Vickery and Mr . Mattox assured the committee
that this was not the case, that housing and admissions are indeed
separate. However, it was then asked whether by filling the dormi
tories so early, we are not shutting out housing to those who apply
later and thereby causing us to miss some of the best students . Mr .
Mattox indicated that of those informed that dormitory space was no
longer available, 740 did not respond, evidently having lost interest
in admission to Clemson as a result; 98 of these had S. A. T. scores
of 1100 or more , roughly 10 %. Dean Vickery pointed out that some
schools guarantee housing to incoming freshman; that is, they ac
cept first and then worry about housing, generally at the expense
of upperclassmen . He suggested that this would be unpopular and
controversial here with undergraduates .
The admissions pool is based on predicted G.P.R., which is figured
according to 55% class rank, 45% S. A. T. (letters of recommendation,
although solicited, evidently do not figure at all). There are
three equations used for the formula to decide the predicted G.P.R . ,
which have been derived from how students performed in the past.
There are different equations because the disciplines within the
University are different. The formula for each college is deter
mined by the character of its curriculum; it is not , as some be
lieve, decided unilaterally by the Admissions Office . As for the
applications themselves , although the pool is compiled by the com
puter, applications · "are seen" by at least two people. Dean Vickery
estimated that the following predicted g .p.r . will yield a class of
2500:
2.1 S.C. applicants
2.2 Out of state
A predicted g.p . r. of 2.5 or higher is automatically accepted, as
early as October when dormitory applications are taken .
Some concern was expressed about the double standard that exists
in the S.A.T. requirement of incoming freshmen, but not of transfer
students. Mr . Mattox said admissions policy for transfer students
needs to be less rigid and more diverse, that there is a need for
"more discretionary power" here. We accept transfer students with
a year of college at accredited institutions with a 2. 3 grade average .
Mr. Mattox insisted that a S.A.T. requirement of transfer students
is little done, and that it would meet a lot of opposition from
students and other colleges .
Finally, when asked for their opinion on whether the Admissions
Office should be moved administratively to Academic Affairs, Dean
Vickery explained that 51% of schools nationally have it in Student
Services as we do.

I [JIJ

-3Our next meeting will be Tuesday, November 6, at 3 : 30 in RooM 411
Strode Tower. At that time we will sift through this information
and try to arrive at some recommendations for changes in the present
admissions policy.
Respectfully submitted,
Alan Grubb, Chairman
Admissions and Scholarship Committee
The following have been designated as our administrative
counterparts:
Kenneth Vickery, Dean of Admissions and Registration
William Mattox, Director of Admissions
Reginald Berry, Registrar
Marvin Carmichael, Director of Financial Aid
Arnold Schwartz, Dean of Graduate Studies
Jerome Reel, Acting Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Corinne Sawyer, Chairperson , Honors Council
A discussion followed concerning the relationships among admission
standards and class rank, the size of schools, the quality of
schools, the senior year of high school and transfer students .
Senator Edie suggested that students be included in further com
mittee consideration of these issues .
Senator Grubb also noted that the issue of scheduling first
semester freshmen without their approval had been discussed with
Mr. Berry, the registrar , but not yet with Mr . Fleming at the
Computer Center . Xr . Berry has indicated that there is some stu
dent choice in the form of preference cards signed during the
summer, but he was unsure of the overall effect this had on actual
course selection .
Senate discussion centered on the issues of special standards for
athletes and the waiver of SAT score requirements for transfer
students .
(B)

Policy Committee:
Policy Committee Report, October 16, 1979 :

The Faculty Senate Policy Cot!llllittee held three Meetings during the
past month. The Committee has met with Dean Hurst to discuss the
current use of the title "Adjunct Professor", and to receive infor
mation about evolving University needs in terms of various faculty
positions, position titles, and tenurable positions.
The meeting with Dean Hurst resulted in considerable discussion and
has provided several proposed recommendations to the Senate from
the Policy Committee.

/IJ!
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The r econnnendations concern :
1. Adjunct Professor - The position currently is used to desig
nate persons of special talent or position who provide services
to the University on a non-remunerative basis . The position
as defined by the Faculty Manual may be designated either
"Adjunct Professor" or "Adjunct Associate Professor" . The
person recommended for appointment should have credentials
and experience comparable to similar faculty positions .

2.

(a)

Committee Recommendation :
That the Faculty Senate seek redefinition of the po
sition title "Adjunct Professor", and that only this
one title be used to designate persons who serve the
University in unique ways on a regular but non
remunerative basis.

(b)

Committee Recommendation :
That the University review the listing of Adjunct
Professors , Adjunct Associate Professors and other
titles currently used to recognize persons that con
tribute in similar ways and make necessary changes.

(c)

Committee Recommendation :
That the Senate work with Dean Hurst's office to
develop gui delines for nominations, appointments,
and communications concerning the faculty title
"Adjunct Professor".

(d)

Committee Recommendation :
That the Senate advise Dean Hurst that the use of the
title "Lectur er " not be used in place of the Adjunct
Professor titles .

Faculty Position Titles :
The current use of various faculty titles does result in con
siderable confusion and often tends to generate special titles
for one or more positions, current faculty listings were not
readily available , but the 1979-80 AnnounceMents showed fifteen
differ ent titles : Professor , Visiting Professor, Alumni Pro
fessor, Visiting Alumni Professor, Adjunct Professor , Associate
Professor , Visiting Associate Professor, Adjunct Associate Pro
fessor, Assistant Professor , Visiting Assistant Professor,
Lecturer, Visiting Lecturer , Visiting Part-time Lecturer , In
structor, and Visiting Instructor.
(a )

Committee Recommendation:
That the Faculty Senate seek consolidation of some faculty
position titles : That the positions cur rently listed as
"Visiting Lecturer" and "Visiting Part-time Lecturer", be
retitled "Lecturer" in recognition that all such positions
are intact considered short-term or part-time appoint
ments .

(b)

Committee Recommendation :
That the Faculty Senate seek redefinition of the ;;Instruc
tors " position as it appears in the Faculty Manual. That
the Instructors title be recognized as a "faculty posi
tion" and after 1981 be a faculty position in which a
person may earn tenure. (Current descriptions includes

-5the "Instructor" when describing membership in our
faculty but excludes this position from award of
tenure).
The Policy Committee will continue to work on the problems asso
ciated with various definitions of faculty titles and provide
assistance to Dean Hurst's office as requested . The use of faculty
assigned to various titles does vary from department to department.
The various limits on the use of "visiting" staff are not well
organized and difficult to find. Therefore these faculty often
find that violations of certain University policy or procedure has
resulted from their action.
The Policy Committee Chairman has received an inquiry as to the
policies and procedures concerning the postal service on the Clemson
University campus. The problem of a long delay between pickup and
exit from campus, change from First Class to Book Rate, etc., and
reported lost mail has resulted in our request for a copy of standing
University policy concerning mail service .
The next meeting will be held at 3 : 30 p.m., October 23, in Room 101
Freeman Hall.
Respectfully Submitted,
W.
G.
H.
R.
J.
J.
D.
M.

E. West, Chairman
Worm
Webb
Rollin
Komo
Dick
Snipes
Armistead

Senator West noted that he would make a motion to have the recommen
dations encompassed by the report voted on as policy recommendations
from the Faculty Senate , under ne~·, business. He noted further that
Item I (A) on Page one included such people as ROTC Instructors and
Lecturers on special technologies . a general discussion ensued
aiming at clarification of the report .
(C)

Research:
Research Committee Report of October 16, 1979:
The Research Committee met on October 15. Items discussed included
the Ad Hoc Committee on Research Funding and the proposed copyright
policy. By mutual agreement of the members of the Research Committee,
Keith McDowell has agreed to be chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Research Funding.
Work on the copyright policy is continuing. The Research Committee
hopes to complete changes in the policy in December , and to present
to the Senate the revised proposed copyright policy in January.
Bill R. Smith, Chairman
Senator Snith elaborated on the report by noting that Mr . Darrell
Hickman is not involved in a study of research funding as thought
by some Senators.

/03
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Senator Turnipseed noted that an Ad Hoc Connnittee is needed because
of the paucity of current support efforts by the existing office of
Univer sity Research . The Committee should study how more successful
efforts are achieved at other institutions . He indicated that Ad
Hoc Committee efforts should be coordinated with President Atchley ' s
attempt to secure more outside funding for University activities .
Senator Burt reported that in the meeting between President Atchley
and the College of Sciences Senators , a suggestion was made to create
a Vice President for Research to establish liaison between the
University and funding agencies and expedite the transmittal of
proposals .
Senator Turnipseed suggested the inclusion on the Ad Hoc Committee
of a dean or department head in order to "tell it like it is."
President Fleming indicated that he envis i oned a broad committee .
(D)

Welfare :
Senator Baron reported that he had invited Mr . Robert L. Fuzy , Presi
dent of the Student Body , and Mr . Jeffrey M. Anderson , President of
the Student Senate to discuss the commencement issue which will be
studied next month . He announced that the motion on Commencement
which was tabled in September will stay on the table until November .

(E)

Ad Hoc Committees
Senator Kimbell reported that the Ad Hoc Committee on Student Ad
visement has decided to pool its efforts with similar efforts by the
Undergraduate Council led by Judy Melton . He also indicated that an
effort would be made to gain student input. A joint meeting of all
interested parties will be held soon and current efforts are being
directed at collecting and preparing data .
Senator Thompson reported that the Ad Hoc Committee to plan a re
ception for the Board of Trustees in January has gained access to
the Al umni Center and that there will be a more complete report
later on .
President Fleming indicated that President Atchley has received
queries about Clemson ' s textbook policies, and that he was ap
pointing to a Faculty-Student Committee to study the question the
following Senators: Kimbell, Kelly , Lambert , and Schindler. They
have met with their student counterparts and will prepare a written
report in the near future . Faculty Senate discussion ensued over
the issues of royalties and the use of locally-wr itten books on
other campuses .

(F)

University Councils and Committees
Senator Baron reported that a sub-Committee of the Undergraduate
Council on the dropping of re-examinat ions f o r ~ and gr ade-point
deficiences has agreed with student complaints about seniors being
hurt , should the Senate ' s Resolution FS 79-3-4 be approved. He
announced his intention to offer an amendment to that resolution
under "old business ."

//)f
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Senator Webb reported on a meeting of the Athletic Council which
discussed the inability to form a coed fencing team , the problem
of travel arrangements , and the TV coverage of the Clemson-Maryland
game . When asked if Title IX had been discussed, he indicated that
it had, " in a broad way . "

5.

1.

President ' s Report - October 16, 1979:

On August 8 , 1978 , the Attorney General issued an opinion which
states that faculty members , once they have completed six
months of satisfactory service at an institution of higher
education , become permanent employees just like classified
employees and , therefore , have the right to appeal grievances
to the State Grievance Committee under s. c. Code Section
8- 17-30, as amended. This ruling by the Attorney General
has the effect of substantially modifying- - if not changing
entirely-- the concept of " tenure " as we define it. Rather
than be considered probationary employees until obtaining
tenure , all faculty members under these circumstances have
the equivalent of tenure after six months of satisfactory
service (including visiting faculty hired for stated periods
of time).
On August 6 , 1979, the Attorney General issued a second opinion
on the subject in which it was held that , since faculty members
become permanent employees after six months of satisfactory
service, they can be dismissed thereafter only for cause.
In this and his previous opinion , the Attorney General relied
upon interpretations by his office of the State Personnel
Rules and Regulations . However, it is clear that those rules
and regulations were written with classified employees in mirid
and without much thought , if any, to their impact on faculty
at state colleges and universities.
Recently, a bill was introduced in the General Assembly (H. 2680)
to exempt faculty from coverage under S. c. Code Section 8-17-30 .
This measure has the support of the Faculty Senate of the
University of South Carolina , as well as the executive officers
of several state colleges and universities. President Atchley
has gone on record as supporting the exemption.
Currently, if a tenured faculty member is notified of his/her
dismissal at any time , or if a non-tenured faculty member is
notified of his/her dismissal before the end of a specified
contract term, either faculty member has the right to a
hearing before the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate and
may appeal any adverse decision the Advisory Committee may
render all the way to the Board of Trustees before the dismissal
becomes final.
Once that appeals process has been exhausted
and the dismissal does become final, the faculty member has
the right to file a grievance under the University Employee
Grievance Procedure and appeal his case all the way to the
State Grievance Committee . Faculty members can, in lieu of
appealing to the Faculty Advisory Committee, let the notifi
cation of dismissal be treated as final and immediately file
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a grievance under the University Employee Grievance Procedure .
In other words, the faculty member can elect to appeal under
either process or use both appeal processes by appealing to
the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee first and exhausting
that remedy and then filing a grievance under the University
Employee Grievance Procedure.
If H. 2680 is passed , it is the intention of the administration
of Clemson University to require all faculty members who are
aggrieved because of their notification of dismissal or ter
mination to use the appeals process as stated in the Faculty
Manual if they want to appeal their pending dismissal or ter 
mination. Such faculty members probably would be excluded from
filing a dismissal or a termination grievance under the Univer
sity Employee Grievance Procedure.
It is President Atchley ' s
feeling that present provisions of the Faculty Manual governing
this subject are adequate protection for faculty, especially
since we are allowed a hearing before our peers. If H. 2680
is enacted, it would be made clear to faculty members that
grievances relating to termination and/or dismissal would
continue to be heard by the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee.
Other grievances would be heard through the University
Employee Grievance Procedure. But faculty members would be
informed that we could no longer appeal any grievance to the
State Grievance Committee. The decision reached at the
University level would be final.
2.

The State Personnel Division now requires that all state
agencies formulate and impose a " progressive discipline
policy" to cover their employees . A progressive discipline
policy sets forth particular offenses and establishes in 
creasingly harsher penalties for subsequent violations of
the same nature. President Atchley opposes this requirement,
but it appears that he has little choice but to conform to
this requirement . Thus, the Cabinet will receive a draft
policy from our own Personnel Office within the next month.
I will keep you informed of these developments.

3.

President Atchley has given his support, at our request, to
a proposed amendment which would change the current pre
retirement death benefit provisions of the State Retirement
Law. As you know, Section 9-1-1660 of the S. C. Code requires
that an employee who dies in active service before retirement
must have
(a) attained age 65 , or
(b) completed 30 year~of creditable service, or
(c) attained age 60 and completed 20 years of service .
Otherwise, the only benefits the employee ' s beneficiaries/
dependents receive are the employee ' s $3000 free life insurance,
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his/her own contributions to the state retirement fund plus
interest at the rate of four percent . State contributions to
his/her retirement fund/account are withdrawn and retained by
the state .
Certain members of the General Assembly have expressed a
willingness to prefile a bill which would change the 30
year provision under option (b) above to 15 years and allow
beneficiaries/survivors of the deceased employee to receive
a prorated pre-retirement death benefit after accumulating
at least that amount of service.
President Atchley has communicated his support of such a
measure to President Holderman of the University of South
Carolina and has asked that the matter be placed on the
agenda of the Council of Presidents. He will also communi
cate with key individuals in the state to help effect this
important change in the retirement law.
4.

President Atchley has asked--partly at our request--that
the availability of Fike Recreation Center to faculty and
staff (as well as their guests) be reexamined. He has asked
Vice President Walter Cox to review the matter. President
Atchley specifically favors development of a "free" access
period, perhaps during mid-afternoon hours, for faculty and
staff . This would be at a time when most students are in
class and do not typically use Fike.

5.

The Cabinet is considering various locations on the campus
where the National Council of Engineering Examiners might
be housed. The NCEE might be given a parcel of land on which
to construct or lease facilities , thus keeping this important
body in the immediate area.
I will keep you informed of the
progress of these discussions.

6.

A proposal has been placed before the Cabinet which would
allow banks in the community to locate 24- hour banking
machines on the campus. The site tentatively chosen is
that open area just across from the Trustee House and to
the left front (facing) Johnstone Hall. Plans for such a
facility are still in the discussion stage.

7.

The Campus Names Committee has recommended--and the Cabinet
has approved--the name "Calhoun Court" for the new planned
student housing on East Campus . The name honors Patrick N.
Calhoun , Clemson graduate , former Life Trustee, former
President of the Alumni Association and the Clemson
University Foundation , now deceased.
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8.

On September 20, the Cabinet received a report from the
University Ad Hoc Group Life Insurance Committee showing
that during the year ending April 30, 1979, premiums in
excess of claims and expenses amounted to $97,717. Retention
of the full amount as a contingency reserve for future
stability of the program was approved . Funds will be left
on deposit with Prudential Insurance Company at the current
rate of 7 5/8 percent. The Cabinet expressed appreciation
to the Ad Hoc Committee for their work in reviewing the
program.

9.

I have talked further with Ms . Beulah Cheney, University
Publications Editor, concerning distribution of the Senate
bulletins , beginning in November .
I am pleased to report
that there will be distribution of these bulletins by her
office to all faculty and staff on an individual basis,
which was our preference .

10 .

On Thursday , September 27 , I accompanied our Board of
Trustees, President Atchley and Vice President McDevitt
to the University of South Carolina for a joint meeting
of the two boards . While on the University campus, I visited
with my counterpart , Professor Charles Coolidge , Chairman of
the Faculty Senate, University of South Carolina. You have
received a letter which I subsequently addressed to him
proposing that a larger conference of faculty senate leaders
in all state colleges and univers i ties be planned for early
1980 . The purpose of such a conference would be to exchange
information on issues and problems of common concern. In
the interim , Dean Hurst and I have been invited to meet
informally with Professor Coolidge and the Provost of USC
to address some ofi these topics .
I will keep you advised
of plans for this meeting and any conference idea that may
develop further.

11 .

The appeal from dismissal previously filed by a tenured faculty
member with the Advisory Committee has been withdrawn.
LSee Pres i dent ' s Report , September 18 , 1979 , page 5, item 12d.=J

12.

The Search Committee for Provost of the University has been
enlarged to include faculty from the colleges of Sciences and
Forest and Recreation Resources.
Senator West has been elected
to chair this committee .
(A request from the library faculty
to have one of their number added to the committee was declined
by President Atchley.)

13 .

On Tuesday evening , October 9, I attended the Student Government
Banquet and spoke briefly , on behalf of the Senate , to those
in attendance.

14 .

On Saturday , October 13, I participated in the Student Government
Workshop .
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15 .

The University Self- Study by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools is scheduled for 1980 - 81 . According
to Dean Hurst , a director will be named in December , 1979;
a University Self- Study Committee will be appointed in the
spring of 1980; the bulk of the work will be completed by
departments and colleges in the fall semester 1980- 81;
and reports will be written during the second semester of
1980-81 . A report will be submitted to SACS in the summer
1981 , and the team visit will be scheduled for the fall
semester 1981.

16.

The Board of Visitors will arrive on campus Sunday ,
November 4, 197 9 .

17.

Vice Pres i dent Thompson, Dean Hurst , Dean Box , I and others
will visit Hobcaw Barony October 24- 25 .

Respectful l y submi tted ,

Spirited discussion of Item I ensued focusing on the meaning of the
Attorney General's opinion , the lack of awareness by the State Personnel
Division of what faculty positions are like , the effect on "visiting"
professors , and whether we are really losing anything in this situation.
With regard to Item 7 , Dr . Fleming noted that the Board of Trustees will
make the ultimate decision.
With regard to Item 8, Dr. Fleming noted that the Cabinet mistakenly
assumed that it was supposed to decide what to do with the surplus, but
actually the decision should, and hopefully will, be made by the insurees.
The Senate discussed the pros and cons of dividends versus premium pro
tection . Senator Howard noted that the insurance was sold on the basis
of dividend returns.
President Fleming also reported, as information , two Student Senate
resolutions - one on a Working Committee between the two Senates (see
Attachment A) and the other on student committee representation (see
Attachment B) .
Senator Rollins asked , with regard to Item 4 , whether provisions would
be made for faculty spouses and children? Dr . Fleming reported that
this would be considered. In response to another question, he noted
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that Summer Camp use of the facilities was not discussed.
6.

Old Business:
With regard to last month's inquiry into the status of faculty evalu
ations, President Fleming asked if there were any problems relating to
sufficiently early consultation between faculty and department heads.
A desultory debate revealed some problems in the College of Nursing which
will either be pursued through channels or else investigated by the
Welfare Committee which would really rather not, according to Senator
Baron.
President Fleming announced that the University-wide student evaluations
will take place on November 12 . This was greeted with less than uni
versal enthusiam by the Senators.
Senator West reported that the Search Committee for a University Provost
had added representatives from every College and division except for the
Library, that the Committee had been getting organized, and that it is
drafting an official announcement of the opening . The precise job descrip
tion has not been completed, but the title will include the word "Provost"
and the person named will be able to act for the President. Student par
ticipation will be solicited.
Senator Baron proposed the following amendment to FS-79-3-4:
FS-79-3-4
WHEREAS, the original reasons for institution of the policies
allowing reexaminations for deficient grade-point ratio and for an
F received the last semester of the senior year no longer exists .
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the practice of reexamination for
an F received the last semester of the senior year and reexamination
for-deficient grade-point ratio (as described in paragraphs 4 through
7 of page 48 of Clemson University Announcements 1978/1979)' be abolished.
Motion to Amend FS-79 - 3- 4:
WHEREAS, the policy for allowing reexamination for deficient grade
point ratios provides some individual students an advantage with respect
to their colleagues; and
WHEREAS, the policy is an imposition on the faculty member being
required to provide the reexamination ;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the practice of reexamination for
deficient grade-point ratios (as described in paragraphs 4 through 6 of
page 52 of Clemson University Announcements 1979/1980) be abolished.
Debate centered on whether this was for "less viable" students or
marginal students and whether the Senate could amend a resolution al
ready before the Undergraduate Council. The Faculty Senate, like the
British Parliament, can apparently do anything it wishes, proceeduraly,
except make a man into a woman . The question was called, and the
amendment was passed.

f/b
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7.

New Business:
Senator West attempted to have the Senate approve the resolutions
contained in the Policy Committee report (above) as a policy recom
mendation from the Senate. A semantical debate ensued concerning the
murkier aspects of "honor" and "public relations" which was more con
fusing than enlightening. A motion to re-commit the question to the
Poli cy Committee for further study was made by Senator Burt . It was
approved .
A motion was made by Senator Rollin t o have the Advisory Committee
appoint a three-person Ad Hoc Committee to study and make r ecommendations
concerning the "Proposals for Improved University Governance" (See
Attachment C). The motion was approved.
Senator Coulter introduced FS-79-10-1 and moved its adoption.
FS-79-10-1
WHEREAS the division of faculty representation on the proposed
University Council between Senators and non-Senators tends to dilute
the strength, and representative function of the Faculty Senate and
introduces possible fragmentation of faculty interests as a whole;
and
WHEREAS the President is on record as desiring that the repre
sentative func t ion of the Facul ty Senate "not be affected" by future
administrative actions; and
WHEREAS second and third-year Senators should be more than com
petent to serve one-year terms on the Council by virtue of their ex
perience in faculty governance;
THEREFORE be it resolved that the Faculty Senate urges changing
the make-up of the proposed University Council to include Faculty
Senate representation from each of the Colleges, those members being
elected by the Senate in April to serve one-year terms each, and that
the College from which the President of the Faculty Senate is chosen,
also be represented in like manner by a regular Senator.
The discussion revealed general support for both the concern expresse d
by the resolution and the basic proposal with regard to faculty repre
sentation and selection. However, a motion to table was made in order
for the Ad Hoc Committee already created (above) to deal with the matter
in the course of its deliberations. The motion to table was approved.
A consensus was evident that President Atchley was not giving enough
time for a proper response to the proposals for improved faculty
governance.
Senator West introduced FS-79-10-2 and moved its adoption.
FS-79-10-2
Resolution:
WHEREAS the University has created a council and committee structure
for advising the University Administration on certain Policy areas, and
WHEREAS the functions and functioning of the University ' s Councils and
Committees does vary from year to year, and
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-14WHEREAS the University's needs for advice in policy areas does vary
from year to year, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate initiate a study through the
Ad Hoc Committee of the minutes for all University Councils and
Committees that include faculty participation (see Faculty Manual
pages 22-32), that will provide data for Senate recommendations con
cerning future University councils or committees listing.
Whereas it was noted that the proposed University Council might make
this action redundant, it was agreed that the need to study this pro
blem is real and the University Council is not guaranteed, therefore,
the resolution was passed.
Senator West then introduced FS-79-10-3 and moved its adoption:
FS-79-10-3
Resolution:
WHEREAS the present tenure policy relegates certain individuals to second
class faculty citizenship, for they are "permanent" but non-tenure-track
professionals, and
WHEREAS the present policy is not in the best interests of individual in
structors as it may (and has) served to impede such individuals' pro
fessional careers, and
WHEREAS the present policy is not in the best interests of the University
because it allows decision-making to be indefinitely postponed and can
encourage the retention of less professionally qualified and successful
faculty,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Manual (page 34) be amended to
read "Faculty with the rank of Instructor or higher and professional
librarians are e l igible for tenure.", and Faculty Manual (page 35) be
amended so as to drop the phrase (line 5), "and above the rank of
Instructor, " so as to require that the seven-year maximum for tenure
consideration be applied to all faculty rank, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the amended faculty manual provision become
effective July 1, 1981.
A spirited debate revealed the enormous complexity of the problems ad
dressed by the resolution. Further, the whole issue may have been mooted
by the S. C. Attorney General's ruling cited in the President's Report
See pages 7-11 of these Minutes). Therefore, a motion to table the
resolution was introduced and passed.
A motion to involve faculty in the discussion of the uses of the Uni
versity ' s recreation facilities was made by Senator Grubb. It was with
drawn in lieu of a proposed study by the Welfare Committee which will
be directed toward the inclusion of Faculty Senate input into such
decisions.
8.

Announcements:
The Advisory Committee will meet at 1:25 p.m., Thursday in Room 411 Strode.
The President commends the "Faculty Forum" organized by the Rev. Sidney
Hall of the BSU to all faculty.
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Adjournment:
The Senate adjourned at 6:17 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary
Members Absent:
EMC/lm
Enclosures

None
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WORKING COMMITTEE BETWEEN TWO SENATES
WHEREAS, a working committee could allow both senates to be less biased, and
WHEREAS, the i::ommittee would only be advisory and not policy mal~ing, ar..d

WHEREAS , there are presently three issues that should be discussed jointly,
the drop period, the Dean Hurst replacement committee, and the graduation cerenonics
procedure ,
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Clemson University Student Senate in regular session
assemble the following :
That a standing comm:i.ttee be set up between the faculty and student senators
with co-chairman, one from E::ach , to discuss resolutions that are of mutual interest.

the Student Senate
Copies to:
Dr. William L. Atchley
Dean Walter T. Cox
Dean George E. Coakley
Dean Susan C. Delony

The Jiger
WSBF
Dr , Horace Fleming
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Date Submitted
Date Approved
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COMMITTEE REPRESENTATION
WHEREAS, the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the University
is retiring at the end of the 1979-1980 academic year, and
~HEREAS, this is a position that affects academic policy in under graduate and
graduate level, and
WHEREAS, Student Government showed fine representation and responsibility in
helping to elect a President of the University,
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Clemson University Student Senate in regular session
assembled the following:
That the President of the Student Body appoint a student, approved by the
Senate, to serve on the selection committee as a full vottng member, and the
President of the Student Body serve as an ex-officio member.
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Hf,·. A;nderson

\fies'ic'ient of the Student Senate
Copies to ;
Dr. {villiam L. Atchley

Dean
Dean
Dean
Dean

Walter T. Cox
George E. Coakley
Susan G. Delony
Kenneth Vickery

The Tiger.
WSBF
Dean Victor Hurst
Dr . Horace Fleming
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October 12, 1979

PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM FOR

Vice Presidents, Deans, Directors,
Department Heads , Faculty Senate, Student
Senate and Graduate Student Association

SUBJECT

Proposals for Improved University Governance

I have concluded that the top Council in the University,
the Educational Council, has served in a very limited way in the
development of University policies in the past .
I believe it
would be more helpful to me to have a broader input which will
include the views of all segments of the University . Accord
ingly, I wish to propose for your consideration and comment the
dissolution of the Educational Council and the establishment of
the University Council with the following membership :

*

President
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Business and Finance
Vice President for Executive Affairs
Vice President for Development
Dean of Graduate Studies & University Research
Dean of Admissions & Registration
University Librarian
Director of University Relations
University Staff Me mbe r
President of the Faculty Senate
esident of the Student Body
resident of the Graduate Student Association
resident of the Student Senate
or 1980-83 :

ffi

**
***

Dean of
Dean of
Dean of
Senator
Senator
[ Senator
Faculty
Faculty
[ Faculty

Agricultural Sciences
Architecture
Education
from Engineering
from Forest & Recreation Resources
from Industrial Management & Textitle Science
from Liberal Arts
from Nursing
from Science s
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MEMO: Vice Presidents , et . al.
SUBJECT : Proposal . .. University Council
October 12, 1979
Page -2 -

The purpose of the University Council would be to assist
the President in formulating and implementing University policy
with a view to ensuring that Clemson University always strives
effectively to reach its goals of (1) providing an environment
conducive to the growth of learning, teaching, scholarship ,
research and service , and (2) anticipating and meeting the
educational n~eds of society in general and the State of
South Carolina and the nation in particular .
I foresee the Counci l functioning to advise the President
on matters of University governance ; to accept functions and
authority delegated to it by the President ; to review and make
recommendations on matters proposed by the faculty , staff ,
students , administration , Faculty Senate , Student Senate and the
various University committees; and , in turn, to refer appropriate
matters to the Senates , committees, groups and individuals for
their consideration a n d recommendation .
To assist the University Council , I contemplate a strong
second-tier structure of committees (perhaps another name , such
as Commission , would be better) through which undergraduate,
graduate , research and extension , faculty , and student affairs
would pass to the Council. These bodies , perhaps 4 in number,
would also have broad membership representation and would , in
turn , receive input from the University committees having cogni
zance of related subject matter.
Finally , I would suggest that we take a close look at the
functions and usefulness of the 32 councils and committees listed
in the FACULTY MANUAL with a view to elimination and consolidation
and the possible need for new committees .
I would not want us to become bogged down in procedural
red-tape and paperwork. Rather , I envision a simple standard
format for the minutes of the Council, the second- tier bodies
and the committees which would facilitate ready understanding by
interested parties of the act ions and recommendations of the
particular body .
The status and functions of the Student Senate , the Faculty
Senate and the Graduate Student Association would not be affected
by the proposed changes . Further , these proposals are simply
proposals at this time . I welcome and I expect to receive
constructive comments and suggestions . However , I do ask that
your responses be in writing and be submitted to me by November 30 ,
1979 .

MEMO : Vice Presidents , et . al .
SUBJECT : Proposal ... University Council
October 12, 1979
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If there is general concurrence with the establishment of
the University Council to function as indicated above , I will
appoint a subcommittee of the Council to work on fleshing out
the second-tier concept which would then be presented to the
addressees of this memorandum for further comment and recommen
dation .

Bill L . Atchley
President
BLA/sf
Attachment

*
**
***

Appointed by President for 3 - year term .
Appointed by President of Faculty Senate.
Appointed by President on recommendation of Dean of College .
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